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With Brush&Go Gel Go115 and gold Metal Line sticker.

BRIGHT GEL COLORS WITH FULL OF LIFE!

These highly pigmented color gels can easily cover in just one layer and 
you don’t even have to use a top gel for it! You can save some time and 
material because of that.
 
Curing time: 2 mins in UV lamp

1-2 mins in LED lamp

3ml – 
4,5ml – 

Brush&go gel
colorsnew!

Go 111

Go 112

Go 113

Go 114

Go 115

Go 116

Go 117
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With Latte Extra base, Hypnotic 119, 120, 121 colors and Matt Extra Top.

With Felxi Hard base, Hypnotic 93 color and black Tiffany gel&lac.

The popular base and top gels, the newly developed 
Flexi Hard Base Gels and the velvet matte effect Matt 
Extra Tops are available in a 15 ml economically big 
edition from now.

15ml – 

Bigger, economical
editionnew!
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VIBRANT SUMMER COLORS!

Why you should choose the Hypnotic Gel&Lacs?

SPECIALLY DEVELoPED BASE AND BoND FoR
THE HYPNoTIC GEL&LACS

•
GURANTEED TO BE WEAR-FREE AND

DoES NoT TURN YELLoW
•

DENsE TExTURE - IT DOEsN’T FLOW TO
THE SKIN FoLDS

•
PERFECT sTREAK-FREE 

•
EAsY sOAK-OFF, BETTER NAIL PROTECTION

•
HIGHLY PIGMENTED CoLoRS

•
BEAUTIFUL CoLoR MATHCING JARS

•
SMooTH SURFACE

•
IT LASTS FoR MoRE THAN 3 WEEKS!

Curing time: 2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

A KIT ALWAYS WORTH TO HAVE!

Collect the most fresh colors of the 
spring-summer on an unbeatable 
price.

The kit contains:
Hypnotic 119, 120, 121, 122

4ml – 
8ml – 

coral kiss hypnotic 
gel&lac kit

hypnotic gel&lac
colors

new!

new!
115

116

117

118

119

4x4ml – 

122

123

121

120
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THE NEW GENERATION OF CAT EYE GELLACS HAS 
ARRIVED!

Super pigmented gellacs that change their colors depend-
ing on the angle of the view and the light projected on the 
surface. It can shine in 2-3 shades!

Apply one layer black or any kind of dark base color for 
the more spectacular effect.

Try the new Cat Eye Styling Magnet to create the most 
fabulous cat eye effects.

Curing time: 2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

CAT EYE PATTERNS IN NEW STYLE!

You can get more intense effect than ever before with our new 
magnet! We gave it a new shape, which can be used for the tradi-
tional Cat Eye and the new Cat Eye Extra gellacs as well. Combine 
the colors, the patterns, even you can use more magnets to achive 
exciting effects.

4ml – 

cat eye extra
gel&lac

cat eye
styling magnet

new!

new!
With gold Cat Eye Extra gel&lac.
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new!
TRANSPARENT GLASS 

EFFECT ALREADY IN 
BLACK!

You can use only by itself or ex-
periment with basic colors and 
create new beautiful shades of 
your own. Apply it on Nail Art 
decorations and play with its 
glass effect. For the whole sur-
face or for decoration too, Use 
it on every flexible materials.
Flexible, soakable.
 
Curing time: 3-4 mins

in UV lamp
2-3 mins
in LED lamp

We got you 2 super nude colors! Try it 
and your customer will you you and the 
product as well.

THE ADVANTAGES oF
CoLoR GELLAC:

highly pigmented, bright colors with 
excellent coverage

•
easy curing

•
silky spread, light lubrication,
free of streaks and blemishes

•
also perfect for foot nails and

hand nails

Curing time: 3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

5ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

tiffany gel&lac
shade

mani gel&lac
colorsnew!

TI8 BLACK

C80

C81

With C80 gellac.

With black Tiffany gellac.
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3d color powder
shadesnew!

With C86 and C87 color powders.

2 SPRING COLORS!

Intense-colored, high-coverage, fine-grained acrylic powders 
in 2 new versions. Discover these fresh vivid colors, and you’ll 
love these acrylic nails!

10ml – 

C86

C87

new! transfer foil
Boxes

CLASSIC AND EXTRA VERSIONS

Selections of 2 super transfer foils. one is for the 
classic favorites which contains more sofisticated 
nail decorations and an extra version for the special 
effects. Use Transfer Foil Gel Extra for perfect result.
10 type transfer foil / box

With transfer foil and micro glitter 7.
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new!

new!

new!

990,-

3d effect
nail sticker

metal line
sticker

half round
pearl Beads

METAL EFFECT

25 strips in different thicknesses. It bends well 
so it can easily lie on the surface. Simply remove 
the strips from the paper and you can paste them 
on the nail. It can be cut to size so you can make 
sure to use as much as you really need. Cover it 
with any top gel.

Create special designs with 3D effects in a few moments with 
our new stickers! You can apply the patterns to the entire 
surface or even cut them out, so you can use smaller parts 
of it. It fits easily to the shape of the nail, use top gel on the 
surface of the sticker for more durable result.
Water sticker, so soak in water for a few seconds before use.

ESSENTIAL ACCESSoRY FoR WEDDING NAILS!
Beautiful half round beads in 3 sizes from the tiniest to the 
biggest sizes so you can find the best for everyone. Slightly 
iridescent, elegant yet gives the nails a spectacular effect. 
For durable result we reccommend to apply in a single coat.
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drill Bits

new!

new!

metal tools for
pedicure

For lifting cuticle, fine removal of skin, diamond powder 
bit for cleaning.

Rounded end, soft diamond powder manicure bit with a gentle shape for sensi-
tive skin. You can reach deep under the skin for a more complete manicure with 
its thinned end.

We recommend the Softener nail bit with diamond powder for refining the skin.

There is always some residual dirt underneath the lifted nail plate, which should always be removed before shortening 
the nail. We can’t work with a sharp, thick tool under the nail because we can cause more harm under the nail plate. 
This type of fungal nail cleanser does not cause any damage because it has a blurred and not pointy end. It cannot lift 
more the already lifted part because it is narrow, so the residual dirt can be easily removed under the nail. The tool 
does not get be worn and should not be sharpened. It can be disinfected by any disinfectant.

WITH JAGGED EDGE
A common problem is pain in the side nail, which can be caused by hardening of the skin or the ingrown nails, which 
can be handle with a suitable stainless tool. After removing the nail heel, refine the side edge of the nail plate and file 
the free edges. The tool both sides have a jagged edge, one side is straight and the other one is slightly curved and thin 
to allow the easy access to the surface. Both the skin and the nails will be undamaged, it has designed for easy usage. 
The device does not wear out and should not be sharpened! Can be disinfected with any tool disinfectant.

CutiCula pusher nail bit

perfeCt mani nail bit

softener nail bit

fungal nail Cleaning
pediCure tool

pediCure tool for ingroWn 
nails
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Transparent rhinestone holder, divided into 7 
sections, which you can easily organize your rhi-
nestones and other decoration materials. It is 
securely closed with a snap and the top of the box 
prevents it from the accidental opening.

rhinestone holdernew!

New decoration tips in pratctical white edition so you can save more time. You don’t 
need to paint the white base layer, just start to decorate right away. It has an ideal size 
and you can present great variety of designs.

50 pcs / pack

It sticks perfectly so you can easily fix the tips to your tipbox and they won’t 
move even when traveling.
1.3mm wide, 1m long

white nailart tip

silicone tape

new!

new!

our 0 Short Brush gives you 
more stable lines than ever 
before. You can draw more 
accurate patterns and shape 
your hairline more securely, 
tendrils with its short hair.
Brush hair lenght: 3 mm

0 short Brushnew!
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future gel

faster sculpting, easier and more precise salon work with 
our new hybrid future gel. Make french nails, baby boomer 
or even sculpt a whole nail with future gel. try all colors for 
easy and durable construction. 

Advantages:
- does not heat up
- use it with future forming Solution
- no allergic reaction and unpleasant smell
- apply it with spatula
- does not need Bond gel under it
- easy and timeless shaping, can be applied precisely
- no bubbles, no blobs
- can be bend professionaly
- after rubbing down thin base layer can be removed with 
remover

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp
1 min in uV/leD lamp

future gel
Polygel, ACryl gel
the feAtureS of gel AnD ACryl
in one ProDuCt

27ml - 

clear, white, cover builder, 
latte and clear pink colors

With Future Gels.

Special liquid for forming the future 
gel. it makes easier to forming it, 
gentle with the brush, even also in 
long term usage. Pleasant strawberry 
scent.

future forMing 
Solution
SPeCiAl future gel

forMing liquiD

50ml – 

degreasing and
dehydration at once
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CleAr BuilDer gelS

new generation of gel, because of its thickness and 
strength it is especially suitable for creating long and thin 
nails. thicker than the iron gel that cures with a little more 
heat spike.

Advantages:
- super resistant
- does not flow, not even in hot weather
- easy to pinch, suitable for competitions
- color highlighter, whiter free edge
- single phased, acid free

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

uniq
unique, high quAlity gel

hArD gel
DenSe, eASy to file,
CleAr BuilDer gel

new generation transparent builder gel, from the very first 
moment, everyone will fall in love with this product.

Advantages:
- no heat spike
- unbelievable formability, cohesion
- non-yellowing, not even on the white free edges
- color highlighter, even on the free edges
- pinchable
- faster work on competitions, whiter free edge, nicer curves
- single phased, acid free

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

iron gel
non-Yellowing,
thiCk BuilDer gel

costumers
favourite!

Durable, color brightening effect, dense builder gel. easy 
to pinch and file. the unique soft pink color of the newest 
thick builder gel of BrillBird makes the nail bed more vivid, 
but it will not cause discoloration on the white free edge. 
Due to its density it is very easy to handle, ideal for quick 
and precise work both in the salon and at competitions. it 
does not flow in the heat, but spreads easily.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

BB tip: the master educators of 
BB mainly suggest it to create 
quick coverage. If you create a 
base with it, wipe its surface with 
a clean brush.

With Cover Builder and Hard Gel.

bestseller
builder gel

iron gel quality,
unique density

premium quality!
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CleAr BuilDer gelS

Builder gel combined with special strengthened fibers. 
great for beginners to create nails, what doesn’t come off 
or break. ideal for shorter nails, as you cannot pinch this 
product.

Advantages:
- remarkable strength, durability
- perfect adhesion
- water-clear color, with a slight sapphire-purple hue
- non-yellowing
- single-phased, acid free

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
DoeS not Cure in leD lamp

SAPPhire gel
the gel of Strength
AnD ADheSion

Because of its flexibility it resists to sudden exposures 
(hitting, straining). Strengthened, transparent builder gel 
with ‘caoutchouc’ effect. Perfect choice for natural nail 
hardening.

Advantages:
- strong adhesion and flexibility
- easy to use, smooth spreading
- easy to file
- short nails within short time
- single phased, acid free

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

guM gel
the gel of flexiBility

Pinchable, clear, more dense builder gel, what Doesn’t 
cause heat spike. Doesn’t flow. Maximum adhesion, very 
durable.
 
Advantages:
- low heat generation
- no yellowing
- easy to file

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

Pinch time: 20-25 secs in uV lamp
8-10 secs in leD lamp

iCy gel
BuilDer gel

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

With Icy Gel.

ice builder gel
it doesn’t cause burning 

sensation!

flexibility and
durability

pure strength and
guaranteed adhesion
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

glassy pink, transparent builder gel, what we apply over 
and behindthe Cover Pink gel in order to unify the colors 
and make the regrowth invisible.

Advantages:
- crystal clear, yet intense color
- easy to form
- acid free
- invisible regrowth

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

pink gel – glassY
roSe glASS – water clear
Pink BuilDer gel

this medium thick, milky pink builder gel is ideal to hide 
slight naildamages and to build beautiful, pink nails.

Advantages:
- strong, unbreakable
- good adhesion
- beautiful pink color
- single phased

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

pink gel – milkY
Milky pink – slightlY
CoVering Pink BuilDer gel

milky

glAssy

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

vivid pink,
perfect nail bed

secret of the
professionals for the 

invisible regrowth!
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

natural nail bed color, dense gel developed for refill. Co-
vers perfectly at the zone of the smile line, meanwhile near 
the cuticles it is transparent. Perfect for nail bed enhan-
cement. you can fill the regrowth area in one step, in full 
thickness.

iDeAl for refill AnD SCulPting!

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

Pinch time: 30-35 secs in uV lamp
20-25 secs in leD lamp

this builder gel is perfect for building the whole nail. ex-
cellent consistence, longlasting. not easily generates heat, 
so the customers will like it. we have two colors of this 
product.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

CoVer BuilDer gel
nAil SCulPting

BounCy CoVer 
BuilDer gel
exCellent flexiBility
AnD CoheSion

cover
builder

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – DArk

perfect for nail bed
enhancement

this will be the new
favorite of salons!

light

With Bouncy Cover Builder Gel light.

With Cover Builder and Latte Extra Gel.
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

Builder gel in skin tone to cover the whole nail. you can 
sculpt the „all time favorite” nude nails amazingly fast 
with this product. Very easy to work with, as it has perfect 
density, its high pigment content ensures perfect coverage.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

nuDe BuilDer gel
BuilDer gel in Skin Color
to CoVer
the whole nail

Pinkish violet, flesh color for a very natural nail bed effect. it 
will surely amaze the nail tech and the client as well.

Advantages:
- total cure without clear base
- pinchable
- non-yellowing formula

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

CoVer fleSh gel
nAturAl fleSh Color
nAil BeD extenSion gel

Creamy, natural color gel for nail bed extension or to cover 
the whole nail surface. new generation, dense nail bed 
extension gel. easy to form, just like the iron gel. easy to 
create the perfect smile line. extraordinary coverage and 
ideal density.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

forMing CoVer
BuilDer gel
DenSe, eASy to forM
nAil BeD extenSion gel

forming
new shAde nude

flesh

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

BB tip: flexible, so it is a perfect 
choice, if we would like to create 
a graceful nail shape for our mo-
derate clients.

With Nude Builder Gel.

nail bed extension gel 
for

professional nail artists

the most natural
nail bed color
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

the new, natural flesh pink cover builder gel for nail bed 
extension. Apply the product thinly at the cuticle area, to 
make the regrowth invisible

Advantages:
- perfect nail bed color
- very easy to use, optimal density
- high pigmentation

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

CoVer Pink gel
fleSh Pink
nAil BeD extenSion gel

nail bed extension gel in tan color for clients who have a 
tanned skin type. thanks to its covering effect the regrowth 
remain invisible, that’s why you need to apply the product 
thinly at the cuticle area.

Advantages:
- suits better to clients with tanned skin
- high pigmentation
- medium density

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

cover pink gel – 
tAn
nAil BeD extenSion gel
for tAnneD Skin

the brilliant, nacre version of the popular Cover Pink gels. 
ideal for clients who like slight, silky shiny nails, yet in the 
color shade of the nail bed.

Advantages:
- elegantly bold color
- popular shine effect
- medium density
- full coverage

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

cover pink gel –
Brill
nacre-crYstalline effeCt in
nAil BeD extenSion gel

tAn

brill

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

With Icy, Cover Pink Tan and White Builder Gel.

natural pink the most popular
nail bed extension gel

decent, pearly shine
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

the latest fashion in europe is the ‘full french manicure’. the 
nails are fully covered with a semi transparent, milky white 
layer. BB latte gel was made for this new trend, which, as a 
builder gel is perfectly suitable for sculpting a full set. it can 
applied as a top gel for the ‘milky effect’ of french manicure.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

the babyboomer technique is still ruling the nail world so we 
would like to provide you a new latte shade. this beautiful 
color convinces the clients at the first time. you can gain a 
perfect milky white shade and this won’t fade even after 
3-4 weeks. it can be used to build a whole nail.

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

lAtte gel
Milky gel

lAtte gel
extrA
the whitest latte gel ever

lAtte gel

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 
50ml – 

the base of the
babyboomer nails

the most contrasted
baby boomer nails

With Latte Extra Gel.

With Latte and Nude Builder Gel.
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

Super white builder gel, which doesn’t get yellow, even after 
weeks. it can be cured easily, even if you apply it in a thick 
layer. Perfect choice for both competition and salon work 
to create easily the ideal white free edge. Dense consistency 
and high pigmentation.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

white delux
BuilDer gel
eASy to cure, snow white
BuilDer gel

white delux

5ml – 
15ml – 

what makes this white builder gel unique besides the ideal 
density and shadow free texture is the maximum amount 
of pigment content.

Advantages:
- total whiteness
- ideal density for a sharp smile-line
- a texture providing shadow and patch free work
- suitable for competitions too

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
2 mins in leD lamp

white builder gel
totAlly white for
the PerfeCt SMile line

5ml – 
15ml – 

With Future Cover Builder and White Delux Builder Gel.

maximum coverage for 
the perfect smile line

With Cover Builder and White Builder Gel.
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frenCh BuilDer gelS

Perfect white color. for the thinner french smile lines. it is 
a soft but stable material that is developed for precise and 
quick adjustments and it does not flow into the wrinkles. 
it characterized by high abrasion resistance. 0 or 0 long 
brushes are recommended. you can also use it for painting 
on the surface on strengthened and built nails. it cures to 
sticky and cover is required.

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1 min in leD lamp

whiter than the other gels, with ideal density, maximal 
pigmentation for the perfect shade- and stain free work. 
ideal choice for salon work, but it can be the key element 
of triumphon competitions too.

Cure time: 4 mins in uV lamp
2-3 mins in leD lamp

frenCh
PAStA gel
for gel or gellAC
surface as well

lux white
luxury white for
the ShArP SMile line

lux white

5ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

choice of the champions: 
brilliant whiteness!

the key to the fast and 
easy made smile line

With Cover Builder and French Pasta Gel.

With Cover Builder and Lux White Gel.
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builder gel lacquer with brush

Builder gel &lac with brush to ease the 
use of the gel&lac. from the practi-
cal jar the thick gel&lac does not flow 
away. use in one or two layers and try 
with bond gel as well. with the brush 
build C-curve. use as the 3-phase 
gel&lacs.

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1 min in uV/leD lamp

nuDe BuilDer
gel&lAC
BuilDer gel&lAC

with brush

prepare the nail: matt with buffer, 
use Spray Prep and Primer2.

use Bond gel and cure in combi-
nated lamp for 30 seconds, in uV 
lamp 2 minutes.

Apply a layer nude Builder gel&lac 
and cure in combinated lamp for 
30 seconds, uV lamp 2 minutes.

use nude Builder gel&lac as the 
c-curve building. curing time in 
combinated lamp 1 minute, in uV 
lamp 2-3 minutes.

Close with gel&lac top or de-
corate it.

2.

1.

3.

4.

5.

nuDe BuilDer gel&lAC
step by step

8ml – 

With Nude Builder gel&lac.

soakable builder
with brush
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PeDiCure gel

Special builder gel for nail correction. it can be used on 
the hand and on the toes as well. it will stick for the short 
amount of time to the skin while forming the nail shape so 
it will not flow away. it can be used for building short nails. 
Soft pinky clear gel.
 
cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp

1,5 mins in leD lamp

Anti funguS
PeDi gel
SPeCiAl BuilDer gel
for nAl CorreCtion

5ml – 
15ml – 

bright rose,
flawless nail bed

Among our
Building gel rAnge, 
Both Beginners
And professionAls
will find
the perfect mAte-
riAl for them.
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PrePArAtion liquiDS

Antiseptic, water depriving effect in 
a refill version.

Advantages:
- strong disinfectant

Sanitize, prevents the formation of 
fungi, water depriving and Ph value 
balancing effect. it needs to be dried 
before the use of primers.

Advantages:
- strong sanitize effect
- recommended to use before every 
material (gels, acrylics and gel&lacs)
- increases adhesion

Antiseptic, water depriving prepara-
tion liquid. use it to sanitize the hand 
of the client and yours too, before you 
start to work.
it increases the adhesion of the nail 
form.

Advantages:
- fine, even spreading, more econo-
mical
- refillable, you need to buy the pretty 
bottle only once
- small size and weight

SPrAy PreP
PrePArAtion SPrAy

with pump

SPrAy PreP
refill

PrePArAtion SPrAy
tAnker

nAil PreP
nAil PreP

with brushpreparation

1x1 

for the PerfeCt
ADheSion

1. Push back the cuticles
2. removes the shine
3. nail Prep or Spray Prep
4. Primer 1  - apply very thinly, never 
touch the skin, wait until has no shine
5. Primer 2  - apply very thinly
6. Bond gel  - apply thinly, cure for 
2 mins

then comes the nail sculpting...

50ml – 100ml – 
400ml – 

15ml – 

BB tip: after filing and dust re-
moving wipe the surface with 
Nail Prep. It removes every tiny 
pieces of dust, so the shine gel 
remains totally clear.

antiseptic and also 
water depriving

economical
package

use it for every
preparation!
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PrePArAtion liquiDS

Creates extreme adhesion, forms a 
sticky layer when it is dried. for gel, 
acrylic and gel&lac nails. 

Advantages:
- very strong adhesive effect
- acid free

primer 2 –
ACiD free

ACiD free PriMer

it helps the adhesion of gels and ac-
rylic nails by dehydration. in case of 
problematic nails use it before Primer 
2 and wait for 20 seconds. Apply thinly. 
Avoid skin contact!!!

Advantages:
- it dehydrates all layers of the nail
- great choice for problematic nails

primer 1 – acid
AnD PriMer PenCil

ACiDiC PriMer

15ml – 
pen – 

15ml – 

preparatory liquid
with acid

szuper strong
adhesion
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BASe gelS

the hypnotic gel&lac Bond gel can be 
perfectly used even under builder gels.

the base, developed for the hyp-
notic gel&lac family, which secures 
extremely good adhesion. no lifting 
is guaranteed, and it is durable for 
3 weeks. its specialty is that despite 
the perfect adhesion, it is very easy 
to soak off.

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1 min in leD lamp

hyPnotiC
gel&lAC BonD

4ml – 
8ml – 

15ml – 

use for nail
sculpting too!

the BB Bond gel is a top development 
that is extremely adhesive, even in 
case of problematic nails. it can be 
used as totally reliable base layer for 
both the builder gels by BrillBird and 
gel&lac products.

Advantages:
- reliable adhesive gel for both proble-
matic clients and beginner technicians
- it provides a non-sliding base for 
french manicure refill, what makes 
the smile line sharper
- soak off product, while keeping its ad-
hesion, you can use under gel&lac base

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1 min in leD lamp

BonD gel
ADheSiVe gel

5ml – 
15ml – 

universal base
- secret of the adhesion -
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CleAnerS

effective cleansing, and due to the 
modified components high shine 
characterizes it.
Can be used to clean gel brushes and 
also for cleaning the uV lamp.

Advantages:
- makes the surface less dull
- economical, even in large package

CleAner
CleAnSing liquiD

the original BrillBird cleaner with va-
nilla scent, it removes the sticky layer 
over gels and gel&lacs and gives high 
shine to the nails.
your clients will love its scent!

flower scented Cleaner, soak off liquid. 
removes the gluey layer on the sur-
face of the nails.
gives bright luster for the nails.

SCenteD
CleAner

CleAnSing liquiD

SCenteD
CleAner

CleAnSing liquiD

50ml – 
100ml – 
400ml – 

50ml – 
100ml – 
400ml – 

50ml – 
100ml – 

BB tip: removes the gluey layer 
from the trenches, so the lifetime 
of your file will grow. 

With Future Gel.

high shine and pleasant  
convallaria scent

high shine and
vanilla scent

high shine
with only one wipe
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toP ShineS

universal top shine. Perfect choice 
for the surface of gel, acryl or gel&lac 
nails too.

Advantages:
- dense
- protects and keeps the nails flexible 
and shiny for 3 weeks
- easy to soak off
- one layer is enough, no need for 
cleansing

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in leD lamp

we’ve further developed the excellent 
features of the extra top! it can be 
used for darker colors as well due to 
the special ingredients of the  extra 
top no blue. it preserves the original 
shades of the colors. one layer is en-
ough for weeks.
non-cleansing material. 

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in leD lamp

extrA toP
no CleAnSing,

uniVerSAl Shine

extrA toP
no Blue
non-cleansing,

uniVerSAl Shine gel

15ml – 8ml – 

Suggested for gel and gel&lac nails. 
the new matt cover gel ensures a 
perfect and wear-free matt surface. 
Dense so it is enough to apply in one 
layer.
Soakable.

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in leD lamp

MAtt extrA toP
no CleAnSing,

uniVerSAl MAtt Shine

8ml – 
15ml – 

BB tip: follow the trends, com-
bine the matt and shiny surfa-
ces.

BB tip: For white and light 
shades and babyboomer nails 
we offer Extra Top because of 
the brightening effect!

on top of gel and 
gel&lac!it does not turn blue!

on top of gel and 
gel&lac!

With Extra Top No blue.

favorite of the 
profession!
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toP ShineS

flexible shine gel with good ad-
hesion. it can take over the move-
ments of the natural nails. the acrylic 
remover can comfortably interfere 
with the modified molecule struc-
ture, so the material can be removed 
without filing.

Advantages:
- gives high shine to the nails
- great flexibility and abrasion resis-
tance
- ideal over gel&lacs and Mani gels

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

toP MAni gel
CleAnSing, CleAr,

SoAk off Shine gel

TOP

no cleansing shine gel with the ea-
siest and fastest application. use it 
thinly. you can apply on gel and ac-
rylic nails.

Advantages:
- no cleansing
- high shine
- abrasion-resistant
- elegant, silky sparkling
- special effect
- no yellowing

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

Brill toP gel
non-cleansing shine

15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

soak off, but yet 
durable!

abrasion-resistant shine 
quickly, easily
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toP ShineS

use the new lighting top and your 
clients will admire the nails not just 
in the daytime but at night as well. 
Because of the high pigment content, 
shake before use.

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp

MAgiC night
toP

luMineSCent toP gel

the shine gel of BrillBird cures easily 
even in a thick layer, and after the 
wiping of the sticky layer, the shiny, 
clear layer can be seen, which makes 
every nail lively.

Advantages:
- can be applied thickly, so it is good 
for hiding imperfections, and you do 
not have to file so much
- non-yellowing
- abrasion-resistant

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

toP finiSh gel
CleAnSing Shine ‒ applied thicklY, 

non-Yellowing

5ml – 
15ml – 

8ml – 

With Magic Night Top shine.

With Go02, 76, 98 and C01 gels.

high shine
can be applied thickly!

cleansing-free,
soluble, flexible
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BuilDer gel kitS

one kit for the perfect future gel nails. in our special kit now you find 
all of the five colors to try polygel acryl nailsculpting. Make french 
nails, Baby Boomer or even sculpt a whole nail with future gel.
the kit contains: clear, cover builder, white, clear pink and latte fu-
ture gel colors.

future gel teSt kit
hAVe you trieD our future gel
Polygel, ACryl gelS?

5 x 3ml – 

• Clear • Cover Builder • White •
• Clear Pink • latte •

you will find everything in the future gel that you love, easy 
and timeless shaping, do not heat up, do not flow away, easy 
to file, faster sculpting, easier and more precise salon work.

ideal for beginners and masters too, in the salon work or at 
the competitions.

brillbird is highly successful both at national and prestigious international championships. we could celebrate our educators 
on the podium at the london nailympics, european championships, international championships, hungarian championships! 
they reached these successes with brillbird products! we created three builder gel kits for you, who are just getting to know 
our high quality products and tools.
work with champion materials during salon work; the satisfaction of your guests is also the key to your success! 

BB Builder gel - test kits
“the test of greatness – on a better price”

With Future Gel.
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BuilDer gel kitS

we recommend our test kit even for beginner nail technicians, who 
can easily create no-breaking nails – due to the special lint strengthe-
ning. with the help of cover tan, which is our most popular nail bed 
extension gel, an outgrowing-free smile line can be created. And with 
the maximum pigmented white builder gel, a uniquely contoured 
smile line can be made for the client. 

content:
sapphire gel 3ml • cover pink gel - tan 3ml • white builder gel 3ml • 
brill top gel 5ml • cleaner 50ml • bb double-winged nail form samples 
and lint-free pad samples

we recommend our iron gel kit to the nail technicians who adore the 
extreme nail shapes and the incredible formability and flexibility are 
very important to them, such as the super white french edge. the 
most popular nail bed extension gel, the Cover tan also in the kit for 
a regrowth-free smile line. we added the lux white gel, our newest 
white builder gel. this gel is also highly pigmented and perfect for the 
salon work, and it can be the key of success on competitions as well.

content:
iron gel 3ml • cover pink gel - tan 3ml • lux white gel 3ml • brill top 
gel 5ml • cleaner 50ml • bb long nail form samples and lint-free pad 
samples

SAPPhire gel teSt kit
Strong ADheSion
tuneD for SAlon length!

iron gel teSt kit
CoMPetition leVel 
in your SAlon!

tAn

tAn lux white
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BuilDer gel kitS

gel basic kit, in wonderful box, for a 
favorable price which contains all the 
essential accessories for gel sculpting.

4 PoPulAr ColorS in the kit!

gel BASiC kit
gel BASiC Set

nail Prep 
- 15ml

iron gel
- 15ml

Cover tan gel 
- 5ml

white builder 
gel - 5ml

Primer 1. 
- 15ml

Primer 2. 
- 15ml

Brill top 
gel - 5ml

Bond gel 
- 5ml

Dust brush

Strawberry
cuticle oil - 8ml

nail form - 
30pcs

Cleaner - 50ml

the Basic nail tech kit contains everything you will need at the start of 
the nail technician course.

the kit contains:
innosept soap 500ml • baridez 250ml • clarasept derm 250ml • cu-
ticle remover 15ml • nail prep 15ml • primer stick • hypnotic gel&lac 
bond 4ml • iron gel 15ml • white builder gel 5 ml • cover pink gel 
- tan 5 ml • clear powder 30ml • white powder 30ml • cover pink 
powder 30ml • brush&go gel 3ml - go1 • hypnotic gel&lac 40 4ml • 
hypnotic gel&lac top 4ml • brill top gel 5ml • 2 in 1 base and top coat 
15ml • brillbird nail polish c25 15ml • nail polish f1 5ml • art lacquer - 
white 5ml • cuticle oil almond 15ml • cuticle pusher • cuticle pusher 
for manicure - small • „easy” tip cutter • professional skin scissors 
solingen • professional scissors solingen • stainless steel file • bb brill 
file #150/150 • bb brill file #180/180 • brill file soft #180/180 • bb 
drop file • acrylic refiner #100/180 - purple • purple buffer #60/100 
• bb magic shine buffer • dust brush - small • silk thread 20cm • na-
tural tip-box 100pcs/box - mixed size • nail form - double wings 30pcs 
• soaking thimble 1pc • manicur bowl • dappen dish - without a lid • 
bb brush on glue • orange wooden stick 1pc • #4 gel brush •#6 gel 
brush • brush for acrylic powder #6 • brush #0 • cleaner 50ml • acryl 
remover 100ml • nailart liquid 50ml

BASiC nAil teChniCiAn kit

Color gel
- 5ml

Brush&go gel
- 3ml

tAn
go 1

c 06 c 60

b 20

file 150/150

Buffer - white

file 180/180

Professional Cuticle pusher

orange wooden stick

Brush gel 4 BB

lint-free towels

vogue uv lamp - 2x9w
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BruSh&go gel

the brush&go gels due to their ult-
ra-high Pigment content coVers Per-
fectly in one layer, and cure shiny, so 
there is no need for cleansing and 
shine gel!

create amazing nails for Your clients, with 
2/3 leSS tiMe AnD MAteriAl uSAge! ChooSe the 
BruSh&go fAMily of BrillBirD!

we can replace the 2 layers of color gels, plus the top shine 
with one layer of brush&go gel. we do not have to cure 
the nails layer by layer, and cleanse them at the end of the 
process. we can suggest our brush&go color gels not only 
for creating a colorful free edge and complete coverage, 
but they are also perfect for gel decorations.

Brush&go 
gel

„juSt APPly AnD go”
Color gelS

CoVerS PerfeCtly
in one lAyer

PerfeCt ChoiCe
for gel DeCorAtionS

CleAnSing free

Limited edition in the new colors: 3ml – 
4,5ml – 

With Brush&Go Go 74, 100 and 101 gels.
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BruSh&go gel

go 7

go 16

go 25

go 34

go 43

go 52

go 61

go 8

go 17

go 26

go 35

go 44

go 53

go 62

go 9

go 27

go 36

go 45

go 54

go 63

go 1

go 10

go 19

go 28

go 37

go 46

go 55

go 64

go 2

go 11

go 20

go 29

go 47

go 56

go 65

go 3

go 12

go 21

go 48

go 57

go 66

go 75

go 85

go 4

go 13

go 22

go 31

go 49

go 58

go 5

go 14

go 23

go 32

go 50

go 59

go 6

go 15

go 24

go 33

go 42

go 51

go 60

go 67

go 76

go 86

go 68

go 77

go 87

go 74

go 84go 83

go 69

go 78

go 88

go 70

go 79

go 89

go 71

go 80

go 72

go 81

go 73

go 82

go 18

go 38 go 39 go 40 go 41

go 90 go 91 go 92 go 93 go 94 go 95 go 96 go 97
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BruSh&go gel

brush&go gel
usage

1x1
built-in free edge: paint the free edge with 
your chosen Brush&go color, then cover it 

on the whole nail surface: apply it built-in 
before the cover layer or after you file nail 
to form 
BB tip: more durability and shine with one layer of Hard&Go 
Gel&Lac on the nail.

on acrylic nail: after filing the nails to form, 
cover them with top finish gel. Cure them, 
remove the shine with a buffer, then apply 
the Brush&go gel

for decoration: ideal choice for built-in and 
surface decorations, non cleansing

go 98

go 111

go 99

go 112

go 100

go 113

go 101

go 114

go 106 go 108

go 102

go 115

go 104

go 117

go 107 go 109

go 110

go 103

go 116

go 105

new!

With Brush&Go Go 115 gel.

With Brush&Go Go 101, 103 gels and pink unicorn powder.
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BruSh&go gel kitS

go 68go 34 go 43 go 67go 78

go 87

go 81

go 88

go 82

go 89

go 75

go 84

the most gorgeous shades of the sunset in one kit together. 
the kit contains: Brush&go gel go 91, go 92, go 94 and go 95

love for the first sight! Cool summer colors in one kit. you 
will love it in a short time.

Moderate nude colors, baby pink and baby blue colors in 
selection. ideal for soft color lovers.

4 shades of the passionate red are in one kit. the colors of 
Scarlet Passion charm you in a moment!

SunSet kiSS
BruSh&go Color gel kit

AMore Mio
BruSh&go Color gel kit

sweet babY
BruSh&go Color gel kit

SCArlet PASSion
BruSh&go Color gel kit

4x4,5 ml 4x4,5 ml

4x4,5 ml4x4,5 ml

go 91 go 92 go 94 go 95
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BruSh&go gel kitS

go 37go 31go 23go 15

go 52 go 55 go 56 go 58go 1 go 2 go 3 go 18

we selected you a kit which contains the essential colors: 
snow white, black, red and pink. you can cover the whole 
nail surface with them, create the free edge or designs.

we collected you the popular pastel brush&ggo gels in a 
kit. trendy peach, pink, lilac, apple green and turquoise 
colors!

Super cool selection of the trendiest neon PAStel colors! 
A real funky feeling. your clients feel pretty and they cheer 
up just by looking at their beautiful nails! :)

MuSt hAVe
BruSh&go Color gel kit

PAStel
BruSh&go Color gel kit

PAStel neon
BruSh&go Color gel kit

4x4,5 ml

4x4,5 ml

4x4,5 ml

With Brush&Go 55 gel.
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Color gelS

c16

c25

c34

c61

c70

c08

c17

c26

c62

c71

c09

c18

c36

c54 c63

c10

c19

c46

c64

c11

c20

c29

c38

c47

c65

c03
clear

c02
black transparent

c21

c30

c39

c48

c04

c22

c40 c49

c58

c67

c05

c14

c23

c32

c41 c50

c59

c68

c06

c15

c33

c42

c60

extremely vivid colors, what can be cured 
easily (2-3 minutes), lively colors without 
macro glitters. 100% BrillBird color purity!

BrillBird
color gel

5ml – 

BB tip: use C3 clear gel to soften 
the other gels. For example in 
case glittery gels you can create 
glass effect with it.

With C08 color gel.

white

c01
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Color gelS

brill 
air

b7

b16

b25

b8

b26

b9

b55

b18

b64

b27

b1

b34

b56

b19

b2

b11

b20

b36

b12

b21

b30

b4

b22

b47

b67

b6

b15

f7

f16

f25

f34

f8

f26

f35

f9

f36

f1

f10

f19

f28

f37

f11

f20

f29

f38

f30

f39

f13

f31 f32

f6

f24

the whitish sprarkling of the frosty effect makes the vivid 
colors elegant.

As their name shows, these gels are empowered with brilli-
ant sparkling of special polyester glitters in a special carrier 
gel – creating real jewel nails. in addition we pay particu-
lar attention to these unique colors, since they wear our 
brand name and slogan that advertises.

frosty gel BB Brill és
Brill air gel

5ml – 

5ml – 
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With Glamour Gel 5.

Color gelS

d07

d16

d08

d17

d09

d18

d01

d10

d19

d21

d02

d11

d20

d22

d03

d12

d04

d13

d05

d14

d06

d15

1

5

9

2

6

10

3

7

11

4

8

12

13

Soft, elegant gels with blinding diamond shine and imma-
culate coverage.

diamond gel
DiAMonD Shine gelS

5ml – 

with our glittering gels, you get a real glamor effect. use 
it in thin layer as effect on color surface, for filed smile line 
and the whole nail surface in 2 layers or create the free 
edge with it.

Cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1 min in leD lamp

glamour gel
PAinting gel

5ml – glAmour gel
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Color gelS

t7 t8

t1 t2 t3 t4

t5
color gels

technical manual

brush&go gel ‒ most universal color gel, 
for painting, free edge, full nails and surface 
decoration.
color gel ‒ best for built in free edge and 
full nails.
frosty gel ‒ icy, glittery, with fine whitish 
color effect.
brill gel and brill air gel ‒ gels which contain 
different grains in wonderful colors.
diamond gel ‒ sparkling glitters with clear gel.
glamour gel ‒ the most brilliant gel nowadays. 
extra shiny flakes instead of glitters.
thermo color gel ‒ changing colors for the 
temperature in a spectacular way.
contour paint gel ‒ for perfect thick and 
thin contour lines.
3d gel ‒ suggested for 3d patterns because 
of the extreme dense texture.
designer gel ‒ strongly pigmented painting gel 
for flatter 3D patterns, one move technique 
and gel painting.
3d forming gel ‒ patterns with acrylic effect 
made with gel.
magic light gel ‒ gels what phosphoresce 
in the dark.
magic diamond gel ‒ special gel with irides-
cent glitters for whole surface, decoration 
or free edge.

these color gels show spectacular color change effect of 
temperature change. they change in 31°C degrees, so if 
the edge can cool down under this, their color can change.

thermo color gel
Color ChAnge gelS

5ml – 

With T05 Thermo color gel.
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Color gelS

the Magic Diamond gel is the new generation of color gels.

due to the dazzling color changing glitters, 
you can create wonderful nails.

Cover the whole nail surface on short salon nails, but you 
can enchant those clients who like the longer nail shapes - 
provided that you create the free edge with this material. 
there is no need for extra decoration, the special sparkling 
attracts the eye!

magic
diamond gel
MAgiCAl SPArkling

in the dark

daylight

1

2

1

2

unique effect by BrillBird. these color gels are available 
in 2 versions: moderate with small micas, and one with 
larger micas. Cover the whole nail surface, or create the 
free edge with it. in the daytime your client can appear 
with a moderate set of nails, but at night everyone will be 
staring at her nails.
magic ligh t gels ph osph oresc e and gl ow 
in the dark, so our cl ients become the queen 
of the ball.

Stir it before using it, in every case!

magic light gel
unique effeCt

5ml – 

4,5ml – 

BB tip: in order to reach a more 
special effect, paint patterns with 
Brush& Go Gel on its surface, which 
won’t glow in the dark, but the pat-
tern can be seen.

With Magic Light Gel 1.

With Magic Diamond Gel 2.
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Contour AnD 3D gelS

3d1 3d2

1 2 3 4

for thin and thick contour lines and 3D effect. highly 
pigmented, like Designer gel, but thickly cure than 
Brush&go gels. Does not flow in extreme heat, perfect 
for gel painting, too. ideal for shell patterns and for 3D 
effect. According to latest trends Contour gel can be 
cured thickly.

Super dense, easy to apply, developped for spectacular 3D 
decorations.

contour paint gel
non-cleansing contour gel

3d gels

5ml – 

5ml – 

white

white black

peachpinkblack

5 6 7 8
gold metal rosedark silversilver

With white 3D gel and Magic powder 8.

With Go 84 and white Contour gel.
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Very dense, odorless, forming decoration gel. easy to create 
flower or lace patterns. it is applicable over shine gels. flat 
the gel with a brush - soaked with Cleaner -, then you can 
create the desired pattern with a nail art needle. you have 
unlimited time to form. Cleansing free product. no need 
to seal.

Cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

3d forming gel
nAil Art gel

3ml – 

3D forMing AnD SPiDer gelS

1

4

2

10

3 6

11

7

12

8

13

9

14

purple

turquoise

light purple

neon yellow

ivory

red

burgundy

orange

peach

black

pink dark pink

white

russian gold

white

gold

royal blue

black

champagne

use the Spider gel to draw super thin and even straight 
lines. Create geometric shapes, spider webs and 3D lines. 
Dense texture, very elastic material, it won’t break. it is easy 
to learn how to use. Put a dotting tool to the starting point 
and design the pattern with a confident, quick movement. 
you can use it on nails with gel&lac and on built nails as 
well. non-cleansing.

Cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1,5 mins in leD lamp

spider gel
cobweb gel

3ml – 

With Hypnotic 107 gel&lac and black Spider Gel.

With F17, F23, Glamour 11 and 3D Forming gels.

BB tip: use Peel Of Skin Protect - 
to protect the skin.
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DeSigner gelS

1 42

5

3

7

9

86
yellow

silverwhite

red

goldblack

light blue

bluebronze

13

19

23

18

22

14

20

24

12

17

11

16

10

15

21

25

neon yellow

military green

violet

brown

neon peach

neon green

purple

petrol blue

neon coral

baby pink

neon orange

green

neon pink

plum

nude

burgundy

incredibly high pigmentation, dense, cleansing free paint 
gel. it covers in a very thin layer too. you can work with it 
for (almost) an unlimited time, doesn’t flow, doesn’t move. 
Vivid, powerful colors even for contouring or one Move 
technique. uV / leD system. Available in 25 colors.

Cure time: 3-4 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

designer gel
nAil Art gel

3ml – 

With F06 gel&lac, C06 gel and Designer Gels.

With Hypnotic 89 gel&lac and Designer Gels.
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BrillBirD Cure tiMe in ChArtS

Cure tiMe uV
lAMP

leD
lAMP

base and top gels
BonD gel 2 min 1 min

hyPnotiC BonD 2 min 1 min

nuDe BuilDer gel&lAC 2-3 min 1 min

Color BooSt BASe gel 2-3 min 0,5-1 min

flexi hArD BASe gel 3 min 1-2 min

hArD&go gel&lAC * 2 min 1 min

extrA toP * 2 min 1 min

extra top - no blue * 2 min 30 sec

MAtt extrA toP * 2 min 1 min

MAni gel toP 3 min 1-2 min

Brill toP gel * 3 min 1-2 min

uV toP CoAt 3 min 1-2 min

toP finiSh gel 3 min 1-2 min

MAgiC night toP 2-3 min 1 min

hyPnotiC toP 3 min 1-2 min

liquiD MetAl toP 3 min 1-2 min

MAni gel&lAC toP 3 min 1-2 min

color gel&lac
hyPnotiC gel&lAC 2-3 min 1-2 min

BruSh&go gel&lAC * 3 min 1-2 min

CAt eye 2 min 1 min

liquiD MetAl 4 min 1-2 min

reAl golD & reAlSilVer 4 min 1-2 min

Color gel&lAC 3 min 1-2 min

flAkeS effeCt gel&lAC 3 min 1-2 min

Art gel&lAC 3 min 2 min

tiffAny gel&lAC 3-4 min 2-3 min

soakable gels
mani gel - clear 3 min 1-2 min

mani gel - pink 3 min 1-2 min

mani gel - milkY 3 min 1-2 min

Cure tiMe uV
lAMP

leD
lAMP

builder gel
future gel 2-3 min 1-2 min

iron gel 3 min 1-2 min

hArD gel 3 min 1-2 min

uniq gel 3 min 1-2 min

iCy gel 2-3 min 1-2 min

SAPPhire gel 3 min DoeSn’t 
Cure in leD!

guM gel 3 min 1-2 min

Pink BuilDer gel Milky 3 min 1-2 min

Pink BuilDer gel glASSy 3 min 1-2 min

CoVer BuilDer gel 3 min 2 min

BounCy CoVer BuilDer gel 3 min 2 min

forMing CoVer BuilDer gel 3 min 2-3 min

nuDe BuilDer gel 3 min 1-2 min

CoVer fleSh gel 3 min 1-2 min

CoVer Pink gel 3 min 1-2 min

CoVer Pink gel tAn 3 min 1-2 min

CoVer Pink gel Brill 3 min 1-2 min

white builder gel 3 min 1-2 min

white delux builder gel 3 min 1-2 min

lux white gel 4 min 2-3 min

lAtte gel 3 min 1-2 min

lAtte extrA gel 2-3 min 1-2 min

Anti funguS PeDi gel 2-3 min 1,5 min

Color BuilDer gel 3 min 1-2 min

color gels
BruSh&go gel * 2 min 1-2 min

color gel (c, b, d, f)** 3 min 2 min

glAMour gel 2-3 min 1,5 min

3D gel 3 min 2 min

Contour PAint gel 3 min 1,5 min

SPiDer gel 3 min 1,5 min

DeSigner gel 3 min 2 min

3D forMing gel 3 min 2 min

extrA trAnSfer foil gel

gel for trAnSfer foil 40 sec 20-25 sec * The materials cure non cleansing.
**Except Brill Air and some of Brill colors, which do 
not cure in LED lamp.
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BrillBirD toP Shine AnD BuilDer gelS in ChArt

builder gels
density * ** *** **** ***** ******

future gel ×
iron ×
uniq ×
hard ×

sapphire ×
gum ×
icy ×

milky ×
glassy ×

bouncy cover builder ×
cover builder ×

top shines CleAnSing non-
CleAnSing flexiBle SoAkABle non-

SoAkABle

brill top × ×
top finish × ×

mani gel top × × ×
mani gel&lac top × × ×
magic night top × × ×
liquid metal top × × ×

hypnotic top × × ×
extra top × × ×

matt extra top × × ×
extra top - no blue × ×

top shines for extenDeD
nAilS

for nAturAl 
nAilS

for
DeCorAtionS

DenSity
(1*-4*) 

brill top × **
top finish × × ***

mani gel top × × × ***
mani gel&lac top × × × **
magic night top × × × ***
liquid metal top × × *

hypnotic top × × × **
extra top × × × ***

matt extra top × × × ***
extra top - no blue × × × ***
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hypnotic gel&lac

4ml – 
8ml – 

hypnotic gel&lac is the new generation of gel polishes. 
thanks to the newest developments their color is more 
pigmented, they don’t crease. it’s dense texture don’t let 
the material flow at the cuticles. Due to the dense consis-
tency, they can be applied without stripes, and, they don’t 
flow to the cuticle area. now eaiser to soak off, so they are 
gentle to the nails.
your clients can quickly decide by looking at the enchanting 
hypnotic gel&lac bottles.

More durable base (Hypnotic Gel&lac 
bond)

- abrasion- and yellowing free shine
- it can be applied easily and without stripes
- now easier to soak off, more gentle to the nails
- highly pigmented colors

durable for more than 3 weeks!

glamorous
generation

of gel&lacs
beautiful,

matching color
bottles!

the greatest
innovation

in the history of
gel&lac

With Hypnotic 49 and 51 colors.
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hypnotic gel&lac

1 52 963 1074

11

8

12 13 14 15 16 17

21

18

22

19 20

27 282523 292624 30

31 3332 35 37

42

39

44

36

41

34 38

43

40

45 46 4847 49 50

545251 5553 56 595857 60
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hypnotic gel&lac

61 63 6562 64 66 67 69

8073

84

71

82

75

86

77

68 70

81

74

85

72

83

76

87

78 79

90

92 95 99

104 108

91 94 98

103 107

93 97

102

96

101

100

106 110

112 114

105 109

111 113

88 89
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new!

hypnotic gel&lac

122118 121117116 120115 123119

hypnotic bond
the base, developed 
for the hypnotic 
gel&lac family, which 
provides extremely 
good adhesion. no 
lifting is guaranteed, 
and it is durable for 
3weeks. its specialty 
is that despite the per-
fect adhesion, it is very 
easy to soak off. it can 
be used under builder 
gel.

hypnotic top
this top coat was de-
veloped for the hyp-
notic gel&lac family, 
which does not make 
the colors yellow, 
durable for 3 weeks, 
gives high shine. easier 
to soak off, if you refine 
the surface first.

hypnotic gel&lac bond and top
in 3 sizes!

15ml

8ml
4ml 4ml

8ml

15ml

4ml – 
8ml – 

15ml – 

4ml – 
8ml – 

15ml – 

With Hypnotic 119 and 123 colors.
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hypnotic gel&lac collections

these colors invite you for a dance. leave yourself to take 
with them.
the kit contains: hypnotic 94, 95, 96 and 99

collect the most fresh colors of the spring-summer on 
an unbeatable price.
the kit contains: hypnotic 119, 120, 121, 122

be seductive with the be glamorous kit colors! we have 
brought you 4 sparkle shades in one set! the glitter-rich 
gel&lacs give a stunning look to your nails.
the kit contains: hypnotic 109, 111, 112, 114

this kit is the best choice, it has the most popular colors 
included. a basic must have.
the kit contains: hypnotic 102, 103, 104 and 105

dance with me
hypnotic gel&lac collection

coral kiss
hypnotic gel&lac collection

be glamorous
hypnotic gel&lac collection

holiDay
hypnotic gel&lac collection

99

122 114

105 96

121 112

104 94

119 109

102 95

120 111

103

4x4 ml

4x4 ml 4x4 ml

4x4 ml

new!
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hypnotic gel&lac collections

girly colors that always make fun. try them and you won’t 
be disappointed!
the kit contains: hypnotic 64, 68, 88 and 89

conquer the night with glittering autumn colors.
the kit contains: hypnotic 79, 82, 83 and 85

hypnotic french manicure kit in big and economical size!
the kit contains: hypnotic bond 8 ml, hypnotic white (#13) 
8ml, hypnotic transparent pink (#67) 8ml, hypnotic top 8 ml 

bubble gum
hypnotic gel&lac collection

wild night
hypnotic gel&lac collection

french kit
hypnotic gel&lac collection

89 85

top

88 83

67

64 79

bond

68 82

13

4x4 ml 4x4 ml

4x8 ml

in big size!

the dominant era of the runways with the most determi-
native fall colors.
the kit contains: marsala (61), metalic red (62), creme pink 
(64), shiny bordeaux (66)

catwalk
hypnotic gel&lac collection

666461 62

4x4 ml
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hypnotic gel&lac collections

hypnotic gel&lac rio lights kit was inspired by the vibrant, 
colorful lights of brazil. neon, if you want something truly 
exotic.
the kit contains: hypnotic gel&lac 53, 57, 58, 59

perfect elegance in the nicest fall colors: blackberries, hazel, 
indian cherries, cocktail cherries.
the kit contains: hypnotic gel&lac 43, 44, 46, 47

baby pink, tulip pink, purple acacia or baby blue - the swee-
test colors as a cupcake are selected into this kit.
the kit contains: hypnotic gel&lac 49, 50, 51, 52

rio lights
hypnotic gel&lac collection

ms perfect
hypnotic gel&lac collection

cupcake
hypnotic gel&lac collection

59

47

52 58

46

51 53

43

49 57

44

50

4x4 ml

4x4 ml

4x4 ml

With Hypnotic 59 color.
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hypnotic gel&lac kits

you can try the special base, top and the favorite red color of the clients (17) - of 
the hypnotic gel&lac family - in this practical kit.
the kit contains: hypnotic gel&lac bond, hypnotic gel&lac top, hypnotic 
gel&lac color nr.17.

starter kit with led lamp. our new hypnotic gel&lac starter kit 
has the best features with professional materials and tools for the perfect 
experience. everything is included what you should need to start to do nails 
with gel&lac from the prepare to the perfect coverage with a necessary 
lamp for all the brillbird products to cure. the kit comes with 3 classic colors.

hypnotic gel&lac

starter kit

hypnotic gel&lac

starter kit

3x8 ml

the kit contains: nail prep 15ml • primer 2 15ml • hypnotic bond 4ml • 
hypnotic top 4ml • leD pro max uVled lamp • hypnotic gel&lac 31, 
62, 64 4ml • cleaner wipes 100 pcs • brill file 100/180 • brill buffer • 
cuticle pusher • orange wooden stick • small dust brush • strawberry 
cuticle oil  8ml
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brush&go gel&lac

WHy sHould you cHoose brusH&Go 
Gel&lac?

• ultra fast - you can have more clients per day, you 
can reach new clients with this service

• material usage reduced to its 1/4 - no need for base 
and cover layer or cleansing

• perfect coverage in one layer
• “nail friendly” - you only have to buffer the natural 

nail plate with a soft touch buffer
• easy & full removal

the fastest 
gel&lac

perfect ViVd colors 

just apply&go!

finish your work in up to
20 minutes!

decrease the need of
raw material with quarter!

only one layer
and ready!

grow your clientele!

5ml – 
8ml – 

brush&go
gel&lac
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brush&go gel&lac

gogl 7

gogl 61

gogl 16

gogl 70

gogl 79

gogl 25

gogl 34

gogl 43

gogl 52

gogl 8

gogl 62

gogl 17

gogl 71

gogl 80

gogl 26

gogl 35

gogl 44

gogl 53

gogl 9

gogl 63

gogl 18

gogl 72

gogl 81

gogl 27

gogl 36

gogl 45

gogl 54

gogl 1

gogl 55

gogl 10

gogl 64

gogl 19

gogl 73

gogl 82

gogl 28

gogl 37

gogl 46

gogl 2

gogl 56

gogl 11

gogl 65

gogl 20

gogl 74

gogl 29

gogl 38

gogl 47

gogl 3

gogl 57

gogl 12

gogl 66

gogl 75

gogl 30

gogl 39

gogl 48

gogl 4

gogl 58

gogl 13

gogl 67

gogl 76

gogl 31

gogl 40

gogl 49

gogl 5

gogl 59

gogl 68

gogl 77

gogl 23

gogl 32

gogl 41

gogl 50

gogl 6

gogl 60

gogl 15

gogl 69

gogl 78

gogl 24

gogl 33

gogl 42

gogl 51

gogl 22

gogl t1 gogl t2

gogl 85gogl 83 gogl 84

gogl 93gogl 91 gogl 92

gogl 86 gogl 87 gogl 88 gogl 89 gogl 90
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brush&go gel&lac

brillbird brush&go gel&lac
step by step

soak-off
step by step

push back the cuticle gently with 
the spoon end of the metal tool.

remove the surface shine of the 
brush&go gel&lac with a file.

soak the lint free pad with the 
scrub preparation liquid and 
wipe the surface of the nail.

soak thoroughly the cotton part 
of the removal foil with acryl re-
mover. place the cotton part on 
the nail and wrap the finger.

apply a thin layer of brush&go 
gel&lac.

leave the removal foil (soaked 
with acryl remover) on the nail 
for 10 mins.

cure it for 60 seconds under the 
leD lamp. (if necessary apply a 
second, thin layer of brush&go 
gel&lac.)

remove gently the left-overs of 
the gel&lac with the angled end 
of the metal tool.

the nail is ready for the next brus-
h&go gel&lac application.

the brush&go gel&lac applica-
tion is done!

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

With GoGl 39, 61, 62, 63 and 64 colors.

With GoGl 91 color.
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shine gels

we recommend this on top of gels 
and gel&lacs. takes up to three weeks, 
wear-resistance matte surface.
Dense consistency, apply it only one 
layer! easy to soak-off.

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in led lamp

- protects, keeps the natural nails shiny 
and flexible for 2 weeks
- contains keratin, which is the main 
component of the nail, and it makes 
it stronger
- can be removed easily, in 15 mins
- one layer is enough, no cleansing
- apply and cure (it cures even for sun-
light) and you can go!
- perfect for man manicure
- Dense consistency

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in led lamp

matt extra top
non-cleansing

uniVersal
matte shine gel

hard&go gel&lac
shield protection

for natural nails!

8ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

advantages:
- dense
- protects and keeps the nails flexible 
and shiny for 3 weeks
- easy to soak off
- one layer is enough, no need for 
cleansing

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in led lamp

extra top
non-cleansing

uniVersal shine gel

15ml – 

brillbird erősítés 
gyenge körmök-
nek ‒ pa jzs-
ként Véd

BB tipp: Hasz-
náld francia kö-
römnél átlátszó 
helyett

strengthening 
for weak nails 
‒ shield pro-
tection

BB tip:  use it for 
French nails, for 
substitute trans-
parent!

on top of Gel
and Gel&l ac!

on top of Gel
and Gel&l ac!

non-cleansinG
natual nail

strenGtHeninG Gel

we’ve further developed the excel-
lent features of the extra top! it can 
be used for darker colors as well due 
to the special ingredients of the  extra 
top no blue. it preserves the original 
shades of the colors. one layer is en-
ough for weeks.
non-cleansing material.

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
30 secs in led lamp

extra top
no blue
non-cleansing

uniVersal shine gel

8ml – 

it does not turn blue!

New, ecoNomical package!
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brush&go gel&lac collections

gogl 70

gogl 68

gogl 69

gogl 79

gogl 80

gogl 81

delightful alluring colors in pure delight brush&go gel&lac 
kit.
the kit contains: brush&go gel&lac gogl 79, gogl 80, 
gogl 81.

festive mood of the holiday with brillbird: choose these 
brush&go gel&lac colors to dress your nails in gala altog-
ether in 20 mins.
the kit contains: brush&go gel&lac gogl 68, gogl 69, 
gogl 70.

pure delight
brush&go gel&lac collection

celebration
brush&go gel&lac collection

3x5 ml 3x5 ml

gogl 34

gogl 32

gogl 33

classic elegant wear what suits for any occasion. it suits to 
every color and dress. you will be stylish on the playground, 
in the office or even at the evening chick party.

nude
brush&go gel&lac collection
classical eleGant

3x5 ml

With GoGl 81 color.
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With pink and gold Cat Eye Extra gel&lac.

new cat eye extra gel&lac

cat eye patterns in new style!
use the extra cat eye magnet, which has a thick, reinfor-
ced magnet to create perfect patterns. at the end of the 
magnet’s handle, there is an extra small round magnet for 
even more special patterns.

cat eye
styling magnet

pinkgreengold

the new generation of cat eye gellacs has arriVed!

super pigmented gellacs that change their colors depending 
on the angle of the view and the light projected on the 
surface. it can shine in 2-3 shades!

apply one layer black or any kind of dark base color for the 
more spectacular effect.

try the new cat eye styling magnet to create the most 
fabulous cat eye effects.

curing time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

4ml – 

New!

New!
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cat eye effect gel&lac

the specialty of the brillbird cat eye 
effect gel&lac, that you can use it by 
itself or apply it over an other color in 
order to get a unique, cat eye effect. 
you can give a particular twist to your 
gels and gel&lacs.

applied on other color
create a darker manicure, then apply 
the cat eye effect gel&lac in one layer. 
before you cure it, use the brillbird cat 
eye magnet. in case of gel or professio-
nal gel&lac products you can apply the 
cat eye effect gel&lac on their sticky 
(non cleansed) surface.

in case of cleansing free products 
(brush&go gel and brush&go gel&lac, 
etc.) use the buffer gently on the nail 
surface before the application of the 
cat eye effect gel&lac.

always use the magnet before the 
curing. as the last step apply the top 
mani gel&lac cover shine.

used by itself
prepare the nails, cover them with 
bond gel, then apply the first layer of 
cat eye effect gel&lac. cure them for 2 
mins. then apply a second layer. before 
you cure them, use the magnet to get 
the cat eye effect. cure the nails for 2 
mins and cover with top mani gel&lac.

with 10 special
effect!

use our cat eye magnet to create new 
patterns. it’s twice thicker than the 
traditional cat eye magnet, you can 
create more powerful patterns. on 
the other end of the magnet, with the 
small round magnet you can create 
more special pattern.

silver

gold sky violet purple olive

extra cat eye
magnet

emerald russian gold pink pearl white

5ml – 

BB tip: hold the magnet (from 
above) close to the nails, in a bit 
diagonal position. Don’t move 
the magnet for 10 seconds. Then 
lift the magnet vertically.

With Cat Eye gold.
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liquid metal

great coverage, mirror shine effect in liquid metal on your 
nails. this metal shine was impossible before! use it on the 
whole surface or only for nail art. to make it long lasting, 
always use its own top. for extra resistance finish with a 
layer of mani gel&lac.

liquid metal effect
in brillbird bottles

special top developed for the liquid metal gel&lac family, 
which guarantees the long lasting shine and durability of 
the liquid effect.

liquid metal top
5 7 8 top

real
gold

real
silver 1 3

5ml – 

5ml – 

With Liquid Metal 1 base.
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brillbird gel&lac

bb gel&lacs

outstanding
pigmentation

Vibrant, well coVering
colors

easy curing

smooth spreading

easy to use

easy to apply without
stains and stripes

perfect for both finger
and toe nails

eVen the 5 ml bottles
haVe a comfortable, long

and handy cap!

mani
gel&lac

With C19 Color gel&lac.
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brillbird gel&lac

c 52

c 73

c 67

c 32

c 74

c 68

c 09

c 33

c 54

c 48

c 75

c 69

c 01

c 61

c 76

c 70

c 02 c 11

c 41

c 62

c 71

c 42

c 63

c 49

c 64

c 14 c 23

c50

c 65

c 51

c 66

c 60

c 12
white

fekete

c 79

c 28

c 27
nude cover

cover pink

oVerflowing colors
more pigment cannot fit in these gel&lacs, bb gel&lacs are 
famous for that.

transparent milky white professional gel&lac (c 77) is per-
fect for creating the trendy natural nails. use it over bond 
base in 2 layers for the real nude effect, or apply it over 
french nails for the more natural manicure.

bb color
gel&lac

latte gel&lac
the popular latte builder gel is 

aVailable in gel&lac Version

5ml – 
15ml – 

With C68 Color gel&lac.

c 77
translucent, milky 

(latte) color

For BaByBooMEr 
naiLs, Too!

New! c 80 c 81
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brillbird gel&lac

b 08 b 15b 09

b 02 b 04 b 05

b 06

t 01 t 03 t 04

t 05 t 06

Körömágy

Szabadszél

f 07

f 01

f 08 f 09

f 02

f 03 f 04

f 12

f 05 f 06

striking shiny colors
the different sized glitters fill the space between each 
other, while creating the perfect coverage.

color changing gel&lacs
special gel lacs, which spectacularly change their color at 
31°c.

the marriage of the frost and neon, everybody recognises 
it. the moderate, combination of the whitish shimmer and 
the vivid neon colors.

brill
gel&lac

thermo
gel&lac

frosty neon
gel&lac

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

With Hypnotic and Frosty gel&lacs.
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brillbird gel&lac

sparkling colors
special flakes effect gel&lacs in the most favourite shades: 
pink, purple and green gel&lacs are full of glitter and spar-
kle.

pitch-black and glaring white nail art gel&lac with needle 
sharp brushes. easy to create spectacular patterns over 
gel&lac nails.

stronger, more definite lines!

flakes effect
gel&lac

black&white
art gel&lac

8ml – 

5ml – 

art1 art2

glassy effect gel&lacs
it is a special gel&lac with glass effect what you can use 
it alone or on different basic colors as well. make your 
existing colors exciting and create a completely different 
effects. the translucent, glassy texture will catch you. you 
can paint the whole surface and also use it for decoration.

tiffany
gel&lac

5ml – 

fe 1

ti 3

ti 7

ti 8

ti 2

ti 6

ti 1

ti 4

fe 2

fe 3

New!
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soak off, cleansing gels

easy to soak off flexible manicure gel. 
cleansing needed.

advantages:
- great for natural nail strengthening
- flexibility, great adhesion
- ideal underneath gel &lacs and over 
thin nails

cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

the color versions of mani gel clear: 
in pink glass (pink) and milky pink col-
ors (milky) that slighthly covers smal-
ler nail problems.

advantages:
- the same flexibility and adhesion, in 
vivider colors
- trendy nude effect
- healthy, pink nail bed

cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

mani gel
clear

manicure gel

mani gel
pink / milky

manicure gel

15ml – 15ml – 

flexible shine gel with good adhesion. 
it can take over the movements of the 
natural nails. the acrylic remover can 
comfortably interfere with the mo-
dified molecule structure, so the ma-
terial can be removed without filing.

advantages:
- gives high shine to the nails
- great flexibility and abrasion resis-
tance
- ideal over gel&lacs and mani gels

cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

transparent, really shiny gel&lac, for 
closing the color and protect it.

advantages:
- durable, shiny
- do not bluish dark colors

cure time: 2 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

top mani gel
cleansing, clear

soak off shine gel

gel&lac top
fedőfény

TOP

15ml – 5ml – 
15ml – 

TOP

clear pink

milky

soakable,
but durable

transparent pink and 
Milky pink

soakable,
but durable

clear natural nail 
strenGtHener
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leoldható, fixálós zselék

With C42 gel&lac and Glamour Gel.

white bond gel, perfect for light, pastel 
and neon-colored gel&lacs. Due to its 
brightening effect, the colors applied 
to the color boost base gel are much 
stronger and cover better. only one 
layer is enough, apply it onto prepared 
natural nails, covered with scrub. it 
needs cleansing. soluble.

cure time: 2-3 mins in uV lamp
0,5-1 min in leD lamp

color boost
base gel

base gel with color
stimulating effect

a very new development is the flexi 
hard base gel, thick, self-spreading 
base gel. easy to love it. speed up your 
work and use without bond gel. also 
ideal to natural nail hardening and un-
derneath the gel&lacs. soluble.

cure time: 3 mins in uV lamp
1-2 mins in leD lamp

flexi hard
base gel

flexible, clear base and
strengthening gel

8ml – 
15ml – 

8ml – 
15ml – 

flexible transparent 
base Gel

even More perfect
coveraGe

With F07 gel&lac, on Color Boost base.

New, ecoNomical package!

New, ecoNomical package!
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gel&lac preparation and remoVal

this effective remover liquid also con-
tains moisturizing lanolin in order to 
prevent dry and whitened skin while 
dissolving.

reVolution in preparation on 
natural nails!

the scrub is a substitution for prepa-
ration liquids and buffers before the 
use of gel&lac, brush&go gel&lac and 
nail polish.

super economical!

one lint free pad soaked with scrub is 
enough for 5 nails. you don’t have no 
more thing to do, just apply the color!

this has been developed for acrylic, mani gel and soak off 
mani gel & lac. it is very effective because the cotton lining 
stuck onto the aluminium lies precisely, so the nails are con-
tinuously in contact with the acrylic remover solvent liquid.

acryl remoVer
gentle remoVer

scrub
just scrub&go!

soak off foil

100ml – 
400ml – 

50ml – 
100ml – 

100 pcs salon packaging
100 pcs / box – 

sbs
brush&go

gellac
buffer

nail prep

color

sbs
gel&lac

buffer
nail prep
primer
bond gel
2x color
shine
cleansing

removes
the shine,

degreases,
provides
perfect

adhesion!

{           }&scrub
go
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brillbird gel&lac manual

a brillbird soak off gel&lac family
base gels ‒ manual

bond gel
soak off gel

mani gel
clear manicure gel

hypnotic gel&lac
bond

flexi hard base gel
flexible, clear base and 
strengthening gel

color boost
base gel

Adhesive 
support

Dense
base

Extra
dense
base

White color 
Bond gel

Density

Density

Density

Density

Density

soak off base gel, which guarantees 
adhesion.
advantages:
- reliable adhesive gel for beginners
- no lifting
- solubility

advantages:
- great for natural nail strengthening
- great flexibility and strong adhesion
- ideal underneath gel&lac s and 
over thin nails

the base, developed for the hyp-
notic gel&lac family, which secures 
extremely good adhesion. no lifting 
is guaranteed, and it is durable for 
3 weeks. its specialty is that despite 
the perfect adhesion, it is very easy 
to soak off.

advantages:
- self-leveling
- super easy handling
- natural nail strengthening
- also perfect choice under gel&lacs

advantages:
- color stimulation
- strong adhesion for the colors
- easy soak off

base layer for 
gel&lacs and built 

nails

clear natural nail 
strengthener

proVides
strong

adhesion

you can use this 
base gel

without bond

for pastel, neon 
and bright colors

5ml – 
15ml – 

15ml – 

4ml – 
8ml – 

15ml – 

8ml – 
15ml – 

8ml – 
15ml – 

In Pink and 
Milky

version too

With GoGl56 and Hypnotic 102 gel&lac.
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brillbird gel&lac manual

TOP

TOP

TOP

a brillbird soak off gel&lac family
top gels ‒ manual

extra top és
matt extra top
non-cleansing
universal top

extra top no blue
non-cleansing,
universal top

hypnotic gel&lac
top

top mani gel
clear soakk-off shine gel

gel&lac top

Univerzális Universal

Denser

Top shine

Density Density

Density Density

Density

advantages:
- protects and keeps the nails fle-
xible and shiny for 3 weeks
- easy to soak off
- one layer is enough, no need for 
cleansing

advantages:
- thick formula
- protects and keeps the nails fle-
xible and shiny for 3 weeks
- one layer is enough, cleansing free
- no blue effect

hypnotic top: this top coat was devel-
oped for the hypnotic gel&lac family. 
easier to soak off, if you refine the 
surface first.

advantages:
- gives high shine to the nails
- great flexibility and abrasion re-
sistance
- ideal over gel&lacs and mani gels

clear, flexible, strengthener, cle-
ansing.

advantages:
- durable and flexible
- it does not make the dark colors 
blue

on top of
gel and gel&lac!

on top of gel and 
gel&lac!

with uV
filter!

soak off,
but yet

durable!

soak off,
but yet

durable!

8ml – 
15ml – 

Matt Extra Top
Matt and Extra Top 8ml – 

4ml – 
8ml – 

15ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

Hypnotic
top

With GoGl26, 34, 42, 79 and Hypnotic 61 gel&lacs.
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builder acrylics 

clear powder
clear builder powder

pink powder
pink builder powder

glassy pink
powder
roseglass builder powder

30ml – 
140ml – 

30ml – 
140ml – 

30ml – 
140ml – 

This clear, transparent color is an essential material for 
nice, clean work. it has a silky, creamy texture that has 
been grinded many times – easy to form for a long time. 
Medium cure time.

Advantages:
- very easy to work with
- good adhesion and smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

slightly covering pretty pink powder. suitable for making 
the regrowth invisible (color blend) underneath/above 
cover pink. also recommended for competitions. silky, 
creamy texture that has been grinded multiple times.

Advantages:
- ideal color above cover
- covers smaller nail problems
- good adhesion and smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold temperature

glass-like, transparent pink powder. it is characterised 
by outstanding nice clarity and color effect. silky, creamy 
textured, has been grinded multiple times. Medium cure 
time.

Advantages:
- very easy to work with
- good adhesion and smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallise, not even in cold
- for competitions too

With Cover+Glassy Pink and White+Clearacrylic powders.
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customers’ 
favourite!

builder acrylics 

cover pink brill
powder
brillianT sparkle

cover pink
powder
for More pinkish skin Tone

30ml – 
140ml – 

30ml – 
140ml – 

The sparkling version of the most popular cover pink pow-
der for nail bed extension. The ultra soft white micas give 
a special effect. with this product you can easily create 
trendy nude nails with a soft sparkling. your clients will 
definitely fall in love with it.

Advantages:
- very nice, decently sparkling color
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

very natural shade, provides a healthy nail bed color 
effect. well covering, nail bed extension powder. silky, 
creamy texture, grinded multiple times. Medium cure 
time.

Advantages:
- provides full coverage
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

brill

With Cover Pink and Latte acrylic powders.

cover pink Tan
powder
for Tanned skin

30ml – 
140ml – 

nail bed extension acrylic powder for tanned skintone. 
due to its silky, creamy texture it is very easy to work with 
it. Medium cure time.

Advantages:
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

tAn
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builder acrylics

Turbo clear
powder

30ml – 
140ml – 

developed for the faster pace of professional work. it has 
extra creamy consistency and it is easy to shape, which is 
an essential requirement of a tidy, nice work.

Advantages:
- easy to use
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

turbo cleAr

Turbo pink
powder

30ml – 
140ml – 

developed for the faster pace of work for professionals. 
extra creamy consistency, perfect adhesion, slightly cove-
ring, flexible pink powder. perfect for making the regrowth 
area invisible behind the cover pink and for mashing col-
ors.

Advantages:
- easy to use
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

turbo pink

With Extra White, Cover Pink and Turbo Pink acrylic powders.

this nude builder 
color is available 

in gel!

nude cover
builder

30ml – 
140ml – 

our nude builder gel became very popular, every nail tech 
immediately fell in love with it. its acrylic version has a re-
ally natural color, perfect for creating trendy nude nails, 
but it is also a perfect choice for nail bed extension.
 
Advantages:
- very natural color
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold

nude
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builder acrylics

at first at brillbird!

laTTe powder
acrylic builder powder
in color laTTe

30ml – 

semi transparent milky white acrylic powder for ba-
byboomer and latte nails. (natural effect with a white free 
edge without smile line.) you can apply over the whole nail 
surface or combine with cover. easy and fast solution in 
the salons.

acrylic babybooMer
step by step

prepair the nail plate with spray 
preppel and acid-free primer2.

After applying the form I am ma-
king transition with Latte acrylic 
builder powder.

we cover the nailbed with a simi-
lar colour acrylic powder.

with clear arclyc powder we equ-
alize the surface and we bulid the  
final form.

After filing we use Extra Top shine.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

lAtte

With Latte, Cover Pink, Cover Pink Tan and Turbo Pink acrylic powders.

With Cover Pink and Latte acrylic powders.
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builder acrylics

at first at brillbird!

whiTe powder
snow whiTe
builder powder

exTra whiTe
powder
ulTra whiTe builder powder

30ml – 
140ml – 

30ml – 

french snow white powder with fine grains and high pig-
mentation for patch free spreading. silky, creamy texture, 
grinded many times. Medium cure time.

Advantages:
- bright white color
- patch and shadow free spreading
- very easy to work with
- good adhesion, smooth spreading
- ideal for competitions, too

for salon works and coMpeTiTions!

dazzlingly white acrylic powder which is perferct for 
french manicure.

extrA

With Extra White acrylic powder.With White acrylic powder.
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liquids and liquid holders

ensures smooth application of brill-
bird acrylic powders with plasticizer 
effect. Medium cure time, absolutely 
non-yellow.

Advantages:
- makes the powders more flexible, 
and easier to work with
- strong adhesion
- contains intensive yellowing inhibi-
tory ingredient

octagonal glass.

elegant, double walled (heat insula-
tion) acryl liquid container. The odor-
less closing is provided by a cork.

due to its maximal strength and uv 
filter component, the acrylic nails will 
not be yellow.

its cure time is slower, so the less 
experienced nail techs can use it for 
sculpting and nail art.

ulTiMaTe
liquid

ulTiMaTe acrylic liquid

liquid conTainer
wiTh lid

liquid conTainer
wiThouT lid

liquid jar

professional
liquid jar

nail arT
liquid

acrylic liquid

50ml – 
100ml – 
400ml – 

50ml – 

economic  packaging

With Cover Pink and Latte acrylic powders.
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reMoval and uv proTecTor

This effective remover liquid also con-
tains moisturizing lanolin in order to 
prevent dry and whitened skin while 
dissolving.

by pouring the acryl remover into the thimble, the solvent contacts the nail better. easy to use. pay 
attention: when the thimble is not full, the client should keep her finger in a position, when the nail is 
in direct contact with the remover liquid.

developed for the removal of acrylics, Mani gel and 
gel&lac. very effective. The cotton pad inside the alumi-
num foil can totally cover the nail and have a direct contact 
with the acryl remover. economical, because we need to 
add the remover liquid on the pad.

soaking ThiMble

soak off foil

100ml – 
400ml – 

10 pcs – 

100 pieces salon packaging
100 pcs / box – 

With Cover Pink, Latte  and C 40 acrylic powders.

acryl reMover
genTle reMover
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builder acrylic kiTs

we prepared our kit for those beginner or experienced nail technici-
ans, who would like to try the brillbird acrylic family. one of the basic 
characteristics of our powders are that they are finely grinded, their 
creamy-silky texture ensures easy and comfortable forming. due 
to their high quality, color intesity and reliability it can be the key to 
your success in the salon, or even at a contest.

content: clear powder 5ml, white powder 5ml, cover pink powder 
5ml, ultimate liquid 20ml, bb double-winged nail form sample

all professional nail techs are impressed by the elegant 
design, high quality tools and products within the basic kit.

3 Trend colors in The kiT!

acrylic TesT kiT
european & nailyMpic chaMpion
producTs in a TesT kiT

acrylic basic kiT

nail prep 
- 15ml

clear powder 
30ml

white powder 
30ml

cover pink
powder 30ml

color powder 
10ml

primer 1. 
- 15ml

primer 2. 
- 15ml

professional cuticle pusher

acrylic buffer 220/280

file 100/100

file 150/150

file 180/180

#6 acrylic brush

Magic shine polisher 
- 3pcs

dust brush

strawberry 
cuticle oil

liquid jar
nail form - 

30pcs

ultimate liquid 
- 50ml

c31

d05 d08

With Cover Pink, White and C22 acrylic powders.
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color powders

c07

c08 c09

c01 c02 c05

c16 c17 c18

c14

c15

c12

c19 c20 c23

c24

c22

c31 c35 c40

c41 c42 c43 c47

c52 c53c48 c50

c55 c56 c58 c59

color powders of high quality, intense tones, usable for 
3d nail art too. created according to the latest trend of 
fashion.

BrillBird color 
powders

10ml – 
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new!

color powders

c61 c62 c63c60 c66

c79c78

c74 c75

c76

c71

c81 c82 c83 c84 c85

c86 c87

prepair the nail plate with nail 
prep and acid-free primer 2.

i create a nailbed extension and i 
stilt it with Cover Pink and Glassy 
pink acrylic powder, then i band 
the nail.

Shape the stilted nailbed and I file 
the smile-line.

i mix color acrylic powder with 
Magic 8 powder and i make one 
part of the free-edge.

i mix again the color acrylic pow-
der with Magic 8 powder and i 
make the transition on the free-
edge.

i put clear acrylic onto the free-
edge, because I don’t want to file 
the transition at the proccess of 
shaping, then i band the nail.

after shaping i use extra Top 
shine, after cure I decorate with 
brush&go color gel.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

color french acrylic powder
step by step

1.

With C76 and C63 color powders mixed with Magic powder 8.
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color powders

d07d03 d05 d06

d22 d25d08 d15

charming elegancy: wonderful sparkling, soft glitters, 
unique harmony! one of the most popular effects in the 
salons.

sparkling elegant powders with blinding diamond shine and 
immaculate coverage.

magic
acrylic powder

BrillBird diamond
color powder

10ml – 

10ml – 

m2m1

d32 d33

With D15 color powder.

With Go 104 gel and M1 color powder.
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With Glamour 11 gel and Aquarell paints.

With Go 01 gel and Aquarell paints.

aquarell

10 11

7 8 9

13 16

17 20 33 34

36 40

1 2 3 5

6
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color Mixing
handy Tips

aquarelle cream paints satisfy even the highest expec-
tations. we can reach a better color intensity and shine 
by using less water. available in a handy, antidrying tube.

aquarell
creaM painTs

8ml – 
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one MoveMenT acrylic painTs

55 56 57 58 59

10

11 12

7 8 9

13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23

29

49

24

30

50

25

31

51

26

32

52

27

33

53

60

28

48

54 61

1 2 3 4 5

6

41
neon

40
neon

39
neon

38
neon

42
neon

suitable for both one movement technique 
and traditional acryl painting. with such 
quantity of pigments that was unimaginable 
until now. well covering even in the thinest 
layer, with creamy texture and and slower 
drying time.

one
movement

acrylic painTs

8ml – 

With Brush&Go gels and acrylic paints.
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brillbird nail polishes

c 14

c 15 c 16

c 08 c 11 c 12

c 17 c 19 c 20

c 21 c 22 c 23 c 24 c 25

c 26 c 29 c 31 c 32

c 43

c 39

c 44 c 45 c 49 c 51

c 01 c 02 c 03 c 05 c 06

c 07

f 04f 01 f 02 f 03

b 11 b 13b 05b 02 b 03

decor
nail polishes

french
colors

brill colors

BrillBird nail polishes

high quality, durable polishes in magnificent, 
trendy colors. The handy cap and fine, thick 
brush help to polish precisely.

Magnificent, special sparkling.

5ml – 
15ml – 

5ml – 
15ml – 

m 1 m 3
Miracle

nail polishes
The 2 colors of the bb Miracle nail polish 
family has a super color changing effect: 
they have different colors from different 
angles. a bottle of magic in brillbird quality.

5ml – 
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brillbird nail polishes

you can dilute your too dense 
nail polishes again and keep 
on using them.

coaT
Thinner

50ml – 

With C19 and M3 nail polish.

The brillbird nail polishes with extremely high pigmenta-
tion are available in needle brush version. you can create 
any nail art or draw the smile line with this super precise 
brush.

art lacquer
black and whiTe

needle brush nail polish

5ml – 

blAck white

removes all nail polish very 
easily. it can also be applied 
to artificial nails.
with vanilla scent.

nail polish
reMover

100ml ‒ 
1 liter ‒ 
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nail care

it penetrates into the nail plate near 
the cuticle and hardens the nails, with 
high amount of calcium and vitamin 
content. it needs to be applied in 
every few days as a treatment therapy, 
completed with a daily cuticle oiling.

This base coat contains tolanftate in 
order to prevent fungus infections 
on nails. one drop needs to be rub-
bed into the cuticles and on the nail 
surface.

This base and top coat goes under-
neath the colored polishes and it pro-
tects the nails from colorings.

by applying it on top of color polishes, 
it quickens their drying, preventing any 
damage. it contains oil; applied on the 
cuticles it softens them. one drop per 
nail is a sufficient amount.

contains ingredients, which cure in 
uv light. it needs to be placed into 
the uv light for 2 minutes (however it 
will not cure totally). provides durable 
protection.

hardening
basecoaT

no fungus
anTi fungal liquid

2in1
base and Top coaT

lac dry

uv TopcoaT

15ml – 

15ml – 

15ml – 

15ml – 

15ml – 

With Cover Pink and Latte acrylic powders.
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nail care

after 1-2 minutes the removed cuticle 
can be scraped off. it needs to be wa-
shed off within 5 minutes to prevent 
the removal of real skin!

extremely fast and effective cuti-
cle remover in a practical dropper 
bottle. highly recommended for 
manicure and pedicure. at artifi-
cial nails, use it after sculpting. 
leave on for up to 2-3 mins, the 
wash it off. don’t be afraid of 
dehydration! due to its glycerol 
content, it nourishes your skin.

brill Topshield
it protects color polish firstly as a 
hard, wearing-offreducer, and it 
also provides a bright shine. with 
its aid we can achieve more.

MaTTe brill Topshield
This matte surfaced top coat 
can be applied on to any color 
gel and acrylic nail enhancements. 
it keeps the nice matte effect of 
acrylic paint decorated nails, and 
3d decoration can be applied on 
it, too. it does not alter colors and 
patterns, their sharpness remains, 
only their shine will disappear.

cuTicle reMover

cuTicle
reMover  gel

brill Topshield 
and MaTTe

brill Topshield
shiny and MaTT
clear Top coaT

15ml – 125ml – 

15ml – 
matte 15ml – 

matte

fast and effective!

With C11 gel&lac and Matte Brill Topshield.
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nail care

in two colors.

compact kit for freshening 
the gloss of the japanese 
manicure at home.

japanese Manicure
pasTa and powder

japanese Manicure
buckskin buffer

P-ShInE
hoMe kiT

The kit contains: cream, powder, 3 pcs files, 2 pcs buckskin 
buffer, buffer towel, spoon.

recommended application: 2-3 times/ month. enogh for 
200 nail care process. The cream helps the agent to get 
into the nails. The powder encapsulates the agents, and 
protects the nail plate.

P-ShInE kIT
professional kiT 

for japanese Manicure

This is a cuticle softening, 
nutritious oil that, by ab-
sorbing into the nail plate, 
nourishes natural nails, even 
under nail enhancements. 
when used as part of a treat-
ment therapy, it needs to be 
rubbed into the cuticles in 
evenings after a hand wash. 
it neutralizes chemicals at 
nail sculpting.

The brillbird cuticle oil with 
fresh strawberry, dewy lily 
and cinnamon apples scent. 
The scent lasts as long as a 
real parfume. Tiny straw-
berry, apple and flower 
decorations and glitters are 
floating in the moisturizing 
oil.

cuTicle oil
TuTTi fruTTi & alMond scenT

vITAmInoS bőr oLAjok

cuTicle 
parfuMe oil

flower kiss/ sTrawbery kiss / 
apple&cinnaMon /fine orange 

/ candy senT

15ml – 

8ml – 

2 fragrances

5 fragrances
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nail care

nourishing and moisturizing, 
easily absorbed hand and foot 
cream, the right choice for all 
skin types.
Thanks to its extra active ing-
redient, refreshes, softens and 
smoothes the sensitive and 
dehydrated skin. its luxurious 
ingredients, shea butter, argan 
oil, jojoba oil, coconut oil, vita-
mins a-e and f, provide nouris-
hed, hydrated and velvety skin.

bb orGAnIC Luxury –
luxury in everyday!

bb orGAnIC Luxury –
luxury in everyday!

a gentle yet effective exfolia-
tor with the benefits of white 
clay, menthol, olive oil. apply 
in thin layers to hands and feet 
and wait a few minutes for the 
active ingredients to be absor-
bed. use gentle movements to 
exfoliate through the skin and 
finally remove any remaining 
particles on the surface.

bb organic
luxury

hand and feeT creaM

bb organic
luxury

exfoliaTing scrub

250ml – 250ml – 

white clay,
menthol, olive

shea butter with
sensual scents

renewed economical pump Bottle!
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pedicure

pleasantly moisturizing oily-salt skin 
scrub. it cleanse the skin and open 
the pores to allow the nourishing oils 
to flow freely into the deeper layer of 
the skin. The lemon-lime oil and the 
peeling granule content refresh and 
stimulate blood flow. we recommend 
it for home usage as after-treatment 
between two pedicures.

To remove easily the ingrown nails and 
corns. before the treatment apply one 
or two drops of the product to the 
affected area and after a few minutes 
the skin will be smooth. it contains 
bisabolol, rosemary and thyme oil.

it softens and loosens the bond 
between the cells. The product 
makes easier the pedicure, it 
moistens the affected area and 
due to the mild skin solvent effect 
it loosens up the withered skin. 
even the problematic skin types 
will become soft with its help.

salT oil scrub
MoisTurizing skin scrub

callus reMover 
drops

skin and nail solvenT

callus sofTener 
spray

genTle  skin solvenT

200ml – 

30ml – 

30ml – 
200ml – 

rosemary
fragrance

lemon-lime
fragrance
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chrome powders

chrome powders

1

7

silver

scarabeus

2
gold

on white base

on white base

on black base

on black base

velvet blue

russian gold

rose red extra pink

mirror silver

green valley

3

11

5 6

metal effect

metal color effect

metal shining on the nails!
Follow the latest trends with BrillBird, make magically 
shining metalic nails for your guests! rub the powder into 
the surface of the fixation-free products right after curing, 
then lock it with extra top shine!

Breathtaking chrome pigment powders, beautiful effect. 
Your guest will be amazed of not just the result even the 
process as well.

easY to use
massage the powder to a non-cleansing surface after ap-
proximately 1 minute cure, then cover the surface with 
shine gel.

With Hypnotic 110, Go 109 colors and Red Chrome powder.

With Russian Gold and Extra Pink chrome powder.
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unicorn powders
something trendy, something new!
create the trendiest nails with the unicorn powders. if you 
would like a nail in all colors of the rainbow, use unicorn 
powders.

chrome powders

hologram effect

amazing shine

special white shine

holographic mirror eFFect
spellbinding chrome powder. unique, iridescent glitter!

white chrome powder
metal-white shine chrome-powder. rub the powder into 
the surface of the fixation-free products right after curing, 
then lock it with extra top shine!

BB tip: massage the 
powder into a roughly 
15-20 sec cured surface.

BB tip: choose a base color, cover with flexible and cleansing 
free top (e.g. Extra Top). Cure it totally and after curing, rub it 
immediately into the warm surface. Use fine brush for dust, 
apply Primer 2 to the edges and cover with two layers Extra Top.

8
holographic 

mirror

unicorn powder pink unicorn 
powder

With white Designer Gel and white Chrome powder.

With Go 70, 73 gels and Pink unicorn powder.

With Holographic Mirror powder.

fekete alapon

fehér alapon

white
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nailart

1

7

red and golden 
glitter

purple
glitter

bluish
glitter

2

8

bright purple 
glitter

golden
iridescent

golden irides-
cent

iridescent
glitter

pink vivid pink

pink
glitter

iridescent
glitter

3

9

4

10 11

5 6

magic powder
pearl / siren eFFect

surprise your guests with pearl effect nails! the newest 
member of the magic product family: the new mermaid 
effect powders. available in 11 colors. silky touch, soft 
sparkling powder. You can use them on the cleansing pro-
ducts – gels or gel polishes. use them on the whole nail 
surface, free edge, or only for nail art.

BB tipp: you can use it for sugar 
effect. Sprinkle it in fixation-free 
material, then cure it!

With Magic powder 8.

phosphorescent
pigment
illuminating dark pigment powder in different colors 
for decorations.

neon green sky blue

in dark

in light

water blue
1 2 3

neon pigment 
powder

dazzling neon colors 
For spectacular smoky effect and ombre technic apply the 
powders into the cured but sticky surface with applicator. 
For decorations and different patterns, apply the powders 
into not cured material and cover it with top shine.

np01

np05

np02 np03

np04

neon yellow

neon blue

neon orange neon pink

neon green

With Hypnotic Gel&Lac 89 and Neon pigment powders.
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nailart

cs01

h1

cs02

h2

cs03

h3

cs04

h4

cs05

h5

cs09

cs13

1

5

13

cs11

3

7

11

15

cs06

h6

cs10

cs14

2

6

10

14

cs12

4

8

12

cs07

h7

cs08

h8

glitters

dual holo
glitters

holographic iridescent glitter with a mixture of two sizes; 
the small particles fill the gaps of the big ones, so they 
won’t be transparent.

BrillBird

micro glitter
sugar effect created with micro glitters! the small grained 
micro glitters of BrillBird were especially developed for 
this technique, so the small sparkling grains can be used 
at thin line nail art.

BB tip:  try it with gradients, and 
classic sparkling nail designs, for 
the unique glitter effect!

holoholo

holo black holo purple

sand dust
dust nailart powder

put the powder on surface of the fixation-free or into top-
coat or in builder gel products.

do not need to cover.

1 2 3
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nailart

3D Triangle - 
Turquoise

3D Triangle - 
Peach

3D Triangle - 
Violet

3D Triangle - 
Russian gold

3D Triangle - 
Greenery

3D Diamond - 
Russian gold

3D Diamond - 
Unicorn

3D Diamond - 
Silver

3d diamonds
&triangles

3d diamond and triangle nailart decorations with a truly 
spectacular glittering effect. the application is really quick 
and easy, designed for salon work. ideal for artificial nails 
and gel polishes, too. You can apply it in two ways, put it 
in a sticky layer or with nail art glue gel, and do not forget 
to cover it with top.

With 3D Triangles.

1 2 4 5

9

6

10

7 8

nail art dots
spice up your client’s nails up with colored dots, available 
in five different shades! it’s a perfect combination with 
elegant and playful painted patterns as they look good in 
the dark and bright colors!

waY oF usage:
•	 the nailart dots round decoration forms require 

sticky surface for massive grip
•	 it can be built in artificial nails and gel polish too 
•	 after curing need to cover it

With Hypnotic 102 color and Nail Art Dots 9.
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nailart

gold, silver and sparkling glittery decoratives which can 
easily lie also on smaller nails. Built-in or as a surface deco-
ration, you can make super decorations with it. it requires 
a sticky surface for surface decoration.

You can make great decorations with our two different 
star sets, which are very thin and easy to apply on your 
nails. we recommend applying with nail art glue gel.

metal flake
decoration

starry
nail art mix

1 2
green blue

1 2 3

flake powder
small white decorative tiles that the light can play in five 
different shades: gold, blue, purple, multicolor and red.

glass foil
making decoration is quick and practical process with 
glass Foil. For extravagant nails.

1

1 3
green

2 4
russian gold purplemiracle

chrome flakes

effect foil

the chrome Flakes decoration product can be used in 
many ways, even on the whole surface of artificial nail. You 
can achieve special effects if you disperse it in dark color. 
the possibilities are limited only by your imagination!

gorgeous glittering on Your nails! 
glittering foils in 4 colors, gold, pink, green and silver to 
always find the best to your style. ultrathin, perfect to 
gel&lacs as well.

With Effect foil 4.

1 2 3 4
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nailart

original
crystallized™
swarovski
stones

rhinestone
picker pencil 

the rhinestone picker pencil eases the picking and appli-
cation of stones.

20 pcs (SS 3) – 
20 pcs (SS 5) – 
20 pcs (SS 8) – 

20 pcs (SS 12) – 

001 001
volcano

209
rose

243
capri blue

nail art glue gel
adhesive For duraBle stones!

rhinestone mix
in 6 sizes

long-lasting glue for smaller and bigger nail arts, crystals, 
and pixies. easy to use, from the practical jar the glue does 
not flow.
cure in led or in uv lamp and the nail arts last till weeks. 
the transparent color of the glue results in a very attrac-
tive work. it has sticky layer, close with top.

ss3-ss10 size rhinestones in a set. the stones are beauti-
full from every angle as the light shines on them. Fix them 
with nail art glue gel so you can be sure the stones will 
stay in place and will not loosen so will last for weeks. sizes 
in a pack: ss3, ss4, ss5, ss6, ss8, ss10

With Cover Builder Gel and Swarovski 001 stones.

001 AB

crystal

crystal aB

aurum

Volcano
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nailart

micro beads

strass rhinestones

micro  beads  in  metal  black, silver and russian gold 
shades  and  0,6  mm  diameter.  the micro Beads will not 
get discolored or lose their color. use in nail art glue gel or 
in	sticky	surface.

rhinestones are available in glittering, dazzling colors. 
apply in nail art glue gel or sticky surface, on the full sur-
face or as a pattern, to creative sparkling nails.

With micro beads.

mini pearls
mini pearls in golden and silver colors.

black silver russian gold

BB15BB14

essential accessory for wedding nails!
Beautiful half round beads in 3 sizes from the tiniest to the 
biggest sizes so you can find the best for everyone. slightly 
iridescent, elegant yet gives the nails a spectacular effect.
For durable result it is worth covering in one layer.

halF round

pearl bead

rainbow

new!

With Go 98 color, Swarovski stones and micro beads.
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nailart

With Mixed Metal nail art decorations.

metal effect nail art elements in two designs. the com-
binations are endless, but you can have a special effect 
by using only one element. we recommend applying with 
nail art glue gel to the nail surface.

mixed

metal nail art

1 2

mixed metal
decoration

gold and rosegold colored decorative elements to always 
find the right one for you.

gold rosegold
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nailart

the fastest method of the nail art de-
signs created with transfer foil. paint 
the  desired  pattern  with  the  black 
transfer foil gel, then after curing for 
2 mins, use the foil in the usual way. 
cure in uv or led lamp as well.

gel for
transfer foil

transFer Foil gel
in Black color

5ml – 

extra transfer 
foil gel

transfer foil 
boxes

For complEtE surFacEs anD pattErns!
dense, transparent transfer foil gel in a jar. it has extremely 
good adhesion, so you can use a transfer foil to cover the 
entire nail. if you use it on the whole surface you can get 
more unitary coverage than ever before! try creating pat-
terns, we recommend that matt the surface of the gel-lac 
to help you draw the pattern out of the shiny gel.
always observe the thickness of the material when curing. 
we recommend our silicone brushes, which can be used to 
smooth the foil along the nail folds as needed.

cures in uv and led lamp as well.

3ml – 

classIc anD EXtra VErsIons
selections of 2 super transfer foils. one is for the classic 
favorites which contains more sofisticated nail decorations 
and an extra version for the special effects. use transfer 
Foil Gel Extra for perfect result.

10 type transfer foil / box

new!

With Go 113 color and transfer foil.
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nail stamp

nail
stamp

nail stamp
disc

plastic card
For stamp

nail stamp
tools

choose a pattern from the disc, cover it with nail polish, 
then remove the excess. pick up the pattern with a rolling 
movement, then place it on the nail. available with unique 
BrillBird design too!

perfectly flexible plastic card to remove the excess.

high quality silicone, two differently hard surfaces are the 
key for the perfect stamping - for beginners and profes-
sionals!

it is much easier to position with the 
clear stamp tool thanks to its transpa-
rency.winter/summer/wedding design – 

clear – 
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nail stamp

stamp plate
cleaner liquid

stamp polish

peel oFF
skin protect

Brightly clean stamping plates in no 
time. it does not scrub their surfaces 
at all, so they remain glittering for a 
long time. it has a mild lemon scent.

a lacquer especially for stamping, in 5 different colors.

create a perfect manicure with this liquid, peel-off, skin 
protective product. You can avoid that unnecessary polish 
gets on your skin and cuticle.

verY easY to use
Just spread it on the areas what you want to protect, it 
dries in 1 minute, then you can start to work. it chages its 
color when it is fully dried. when you are done, just simply 
peel it off.

5ml – 

8ml – 

100ml – 

BB tip: drying time depends 
on layer thickness and the 
outside temperature. You 
can speed up the process if 
you dry it with the fan of the 
UV lamp.

With Brush&Go gel&lacs and fuchsia pink stamp polish.
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nail stickers

nail stickers

usage oF water sticker
step by step

the prepara-
tion of the tip 
is with primer 2 
and snow white 
paint gel. 

1.
we remove the 
transparent foil 
from the top of 
the sticker with 
a clip. 

2.
we put the stic-
kers for 10-15 
sec into the 
water.

3.
when it soak up 
with water we 
can easily re-
move the sticker 
from the paper..

4.

i put the sticker 
on the prepared 
tip.

5.
i cover it with 
extra top shine 
coat.

6.
i cure the top 
shine coat.

7.

nail stickers

acryl effect, figurative and non-figurative patterns, flo-
wers, holiday themes. with these stickers you always 
have an extra and super fast solution for every emergency, 
when you run out of time!

metal eFFect
nail sticker

elegant and trendy gold and silver metallic nail sticker de-
signs. these ultra thin stickers are perfect for special mo-
ments and for the weekdays too.

m01 m03 m05

m06 m08 m09 m10

With Hypnotic 5 and 51 gel&lacs and nail sticker.
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nail stickers

metal line sticker
metal eFFect nail sticker

25 strips in different thicknesses. it bends well so it can 
easily lie on the surface. simply remove the strips from the 
paper and you can paste them on the nail. it can be cut 
to size so you can make sure to use as much as you really 
need. cover it with any top gel.

3d eFFect
nail sticker

create special designs with 3d effects in a few moments 
with our new stickers! You can apply the patterns to the 
entire surface or even cut them out, so you can use smal-
ler parts of it. it fits easily to the shape of the nail, use top 
gel on the surface of the sticker for more durable result. 
water sticker, so soak in water for a few seconds before 
use.

B 9 B 36

B 144

white

gold

black

russian gold silver

new!

new!

With C80 gel&lac, 3D Effect and Metal Line sticker.

With 3D Effect nail sticker B9.
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nail art drops

nail art drops
cure to air decoration liquid

try the nail art drops decoration technique. it is a diluted 
liquid that you can apply with the brush in smaller or lar-
ger drops on the surface of the nail to create aquarell like 
patterns. combine the 3 basic colors to create many more 
colors and shades.

it cures to the air.

Usage:
after applying two cured layers to the prepared nails apply 
an extra top high shine and matting it with a buffer, then 
apply nail art drops in any shape. the cleaner, primer and 
acryl remover can help you further shape your pattern as 
auxiliary fluid. make sure you use as little brush strokes as 
possible to avoid scratching the pattern.

apply matt extra top to the cured surface of the extra top 
to achieve a matte result.

do not use extra top no blue and Brill top gel high shine 
with it.

4ml – 

rED

BluE

yEllow

With Go 01 and 110 gel colors and Nail Art drops.
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brushes

Smile line - Gel bruSh WiTh nATurAl hAir

Smile line - ShorT

„Gel hArd” bruSh

„flAT hArd” bruSh

„Gel” 3 beVel bruSh

„Gel 4” Gel bruSh

„Gel 6” Gel bruSh

For a perfectly sharp smile line! bold, curved, natural hair brush to create the 
perfect smile line for gel sculpting and even application of brush&Go gels.

harder brush with a bigger surface for thicker gels.

for the white free edge and sparkling decoration.

for the sculpting and decoration of the white free edge.

for professional gel sculpting.

The extravagant, shiny designs of the handles have made them one of the favorite tools for everyday work. 

Brill purple BruSHeS

Gel builder bruSheS

natural hair brush with wider, square head design. You can create a c-curve from 
a single dumpling to speed up your salon work because of its shape. it is easier 
to fill the materials beside the nail folds thanks to its square shape.

builder brush with natural hair and rounded tip. its head is shorter than the smile 
line brush’s but it has the same quality. for free edge and colors.
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brushes

ShAdoW Gel bruSh

one moVemenT 3. bruSh

ombre bruSh

„0” ArT bruSh

„0 ShorT” bruSh

„0 lonG” bruSh

one moVemenT 1. bruSh

ShAdoW ArT bruSh

one moVemenT 2. bruSh

Made of a special kind of fake fur, decoration brush for fast and accurate shad-
ing. for gels and mani Gel&lac.

for the more punctual painting with smaller tip - for smaller patterns. Perfect 
for salon work!

brush with synthetic hair especially for ombre technique. The head speeds up 
both horizontal and vertical color mashing. Creates even color gradient.

With a narrow tip.

The shorter hair length gives you more stable lines.

Francia mosolyvonal, hosszú vonalak, díszítések megrajzolására kifejlesztetett 
ecset, 9 mm hosszúságú, nagyon vékony, szintetikus szőrrel. 

beveled tip for bigger flowers.

natural-haired, high-quality brush for shading.

Straight-ended brush.

one moVemenT bruSheS

Gel ArT bruSheS

These brushes are developed for this spectacular and fast technique with an accurate peak and anti-drying technology.

new!
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brushes

ShAdoW Pro bruSh

„line” ArT bruSh

„ACrYlArT” ACrYliC ArT bruSh

„3d ArT” bruSh

„ArTiST” ArT bruSh

Acrylic decoration brush made of the best animal fur, it has been developed for 
fast shading of patterns. for acrylic, acyrlic paints and aquarell.

acrylic brush for artsy decorations with the most accurate peak.

for bigger patterns. Stong, natural fur brush.

for artistic patterns made with acrylic paint.

for acrylic paint and gel paint.

ArT bruSheS

„ACrYl” ACrYliC builder bruSh

ACrYlux bruSh 
The acrylic builder brush of the professionals. really thick acrylic builder made 
from high-quality animal hair that ends in a perfect peak.

high quality, animal hair acrylic builder brush.

These high quality brushes are made of natural hair. at first the hairs are selected, then comes the precise fitting ensuring 
the right directions and a pointed tip. They can be worked with very precisely both at building and decoration. They can also 
control the application  of different materials. (liquid, gel, acrylic paint). 

Brill Black BruSHeS

ACrYliC builder bruSheS

GrAdienT deCorATion bruSh

Synthetic hair brush. You can easily use it for flowers, leaves and other decora-
tion motives or to make shades, quick gel salon work, gel painting and zhostovo 
techniques with the softest hair more precisely than ever before.
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brushes

THe Hair and SHape of 
BrillBird BruSHeS

are SelecTed afTer
a long TeST proceSS

and are made
wiTH Special preciSion.

nAil ArT-line bruSh

ACrYliC nAil ArT bruSh - blACk (ACrYl ArT)

„nAil ArT bruSh” WiTh Thin TiP - blACk

ThiCk ACrYliC bruSh
in Size 6 And 8 - blACk

Gel 4 bruSh

Gel 6 bruSh

No 6 ‒
No 8 ‒

Acrylic nail art brush for lines, for contours and shadows, sharp-tipped brush.

Affordable but top quality nail art brush with natural hair especially for acyrlic 
designs.

nail art brush with synthetic hair and thin tip. you can easily create energetic 
lines at gel and acryl painting.

Perfect choice if you would like to work with a builder brush with high liquid 
absorption capacity. for students, and for those who would like to try the ac-
rylic system.

for gel sculpting with a shorter handle.

for sculpting white free edge, decoration with a shorter handle.

plaSTic Handle BruSHeS

With GoGl 53 gel&lac on gel base.
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bruSh kiTS

deCorATion bruSh kiT

biG-heAded
SiliCone bruSh SeT

12 different types of decorative brushes for different 
line thicknesses. almost found in all appropriate forms 
of synthetic gel brush technique, in addition to super 
affordable price.

3 brushes with 5 different heads. for 3d forming 
gel and chrome powder.

12pcs – 
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meTAl ACCeSSorieS

profeSSional meTal ToolS 
mAde bY STAinleSS STeel

C ArC bendinG And
reTAininG TWeezer

funGAl nAil CleAnSinG PediCure Tool
The lifted nail plate you can gently clean

the area to be treated.

PediCure Tool for inGroWn nAilS - with jagged edge
Perfect choice for injury-free skin and ingrown nail treatment.

SCAlPel GriP 
for disposable scalpel, stainless

diSPoSAble brAun SCAlPelS
sterile, stainless - 20, 21, 22, 23

C-CurVe bendinG TWezerS

ProfeSSionAl CuTiCle PuSher

mAniCure SCrAPer

SPeCiAl nAil ArT needle

mixinG SPATulA

STAinleSS STeel file
#80/120, for natural and artificial nail

ProfeSSionAl C-CurVe holder CliP 
Professional metal clip. due to its structure, it holds the bent nail in a perfect arch with proper 
strength. ideal forcontestants and salon work. Thanks to its compact size, it easily fits to the smallest 
uV and led lamps.

new!

new!
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meTAl ACCeSSorieS

„eASY” TiP CuTTer
Lightened tip cutter with curved bit and blade; does 
not flatten the tip.

finGernAil
niPPer

nAil And CuTiCle
remoVer CliPPer

bb nAil SCiSSorS
swallowtail, stainless

bb CuTiCle SCiSSorS 
swallowtail, stainless

ProfeSSionAl nAil SCiSSorS 
stainless - solingen

ProfeSSionAl CuTiCle SCiSSorS 
swallowtail, stainless - solingen

flex SCiSSorS 
This scissor is excellent for form cutting and the 
special shape eases the usage.

mAniCure SCiSSorS exTrA
The special, ergonomically designed skin scis-
sors with a curved tip make it easy to cut the 
cuticle and also the corners accurately on the 
template forms.
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formS

double-WinGed 
form - exTrA

30 pcs – 
200 pcs – 

strengthened double winged form, made of reinforced 
material. ideal for bended nail shapes, roller shape can ea-
sily sculpted. Contain the graphic of double winged form 
with the guide lines which help cutting of the smile line’s 
negative and corners. with its ideal shape and double win-
ged, it keeps the professional satisfaction for nail technici-
ans and competitors.

brillbird lonG 
form

form
diSPenSer

bb double-WinGed 
form

similar to the brillbird original form, highest quality, but 
longer and has a special shape. new generation form that 
has been developed for parallel or new nail shapes (Sti-
letto, long Pipe, edge). 100% brillbird quality guarantee. 
made in uSA.

for the Plexi form feeder, suitable for the storage and fee-
ding of the wide bb double – winged forms.

Advantages:
- fast form handling
- space-saving

This double wing form satisfies everybody from salon wor-
kers to professional competitors with its new, ideal shape 
and reliability. besides its excellent adhesion ability, due 
to its rigidity and the special paper, it keeps its curve per-
fectly, won’t bend down. made in uSA.

30 pcs – 
250 pcs – 

30 pcs – 
300 pcs – 

Keeps the shape
strong
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TiPS

nATurAl
box

nAil Glue

bruSh on Glue

mAni TiP SimPle
WhiTe mAniCure TiP

óriáS koCkA TiP

100 pcs, in 10 sizes – 
refill (50 pcs) – 

3g – 

7,5g – 

140 pcs / box – 

10 db – 500,-

Pointed tip glue, quick and fast.

super powerful, very fast drying, 
brush on glue. Thanks to its special 
brush and its viscosity, it can be wor-
ked with very precisely.

Perfect smile-lines can be quickly 
done with this for snow white French 
manicure.

Gyakorláshoz, választható minták 
bemutatásához a vendégnek, port-
fólióhoz.

Popular tip shapes and colors. Their flexibility and precise 
manufacturing make them great. 

BrillBird TipS

decoraTion TipS

reVerSe TiP
for fuTure Gel

BranD neW BUILDIng teChnIQUe!
You can create natural-looking nails extremely fast in salon 
lenght. The elastic tips are reusable, so you can use a box 
for a long time. customizable to the guest’s nails so you can 
personalize your tips.

120 pcs / box
12 sizes ‒ 10 pcs / size

50 pcs / package ‒ 

50 pcs / package ‒ 

nude nAilArT TiP

WhiTe nAilArT TiP

With the nude nailArt Tip your work is faster and easier. 
you don’t have to prepare it for long time only use buffer 
before work.

New decoration tips in pratctical white edition so you can 
save more time. You don’t need to paint the white base 
layer, just start to decorate right away. it has an ideal size 
and you can present great variety of designs.

new!
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FiLes

The brill sign on these brillbird bent-straight files of 4 different grit is not there by an accident: the special grains on these files 
slit the material like they were made of tiny brilliant stones. in addition, they do not only do that at the first use: even after 
long-lasting use, they remain shockingly effective. They will save you a lot of muscle-energy and costs. 

Brill curved-STraigHT zeBra fileS

brill file #100/100
- rough

brill file #100/180
- combined, with red core

brill file #150/150
- medium, with green core

brill file #180/180
- soft, with blue core

brill file WiTh ruler 
- soft, 180/180, with orange core

SofT file
- developed for removing the shine and softer filing, 
with professional Japanese paper

STrAiGhT WhiTe 
- rough, with green logo #80/100

droP ShAPed 
- for refining #180/180

STrAiGhT WhiTe 
- combined, with red logo #100/180

STrAiGhT blACk 
- combined, no smudges #100/180

STrAiGhT WhiTe 
- fine, with pink logo #150/180
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fileS - bufferS

BB tip: before the first use, it is worth 
to make the edge of the files softer, so 
we can prevent harming the skin of the 
clients. Use a used file for this!

bb ACrYliC refiner buffer
- soft #220/280, curved-straight practical shape,

finer, with bb durability

ACrYliC refiner hiGh quAliTY buffer
stronger, more durable #100/180

leoPArd PrinTed
- for manicure #180/240

buFFers
orange (#100/150), purple (#60/100) and 

white (#120)

briLL buFFer
(made in england) Stronger, durable

with softer sponge.

Wild CAT PrinTed GifT file 
#180/furry

SofT TouCh buffer for Gel&lAC 
ultra-soft, nail friendly buffer, which was especially 
developed for removing the shine, before applying the 
Gel&lac. it does not harm the surface of the natural nail, 
it just reduces its shine.

mini brillbird file
This practical mini brillbird file fits into any woman bag 
because of its size – it’s just 7 cm long. Give it to your 
best clients as a gift, so it’ll remind her of you and your 
salon.

BB tip: perfect for refining the 
surface of gel and acrylic nails.

Thin Wooden file 
- for manicure, for narrow spaces
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fileS - PoliSherS

ThiCk file 
- 3 roughness levels

Toe nAil file 
Curved tone nail file with practical design to remove 
the length and thickness of the nail at the same time. 
its surface can be disinfected. it can also be used for 
filing the skin.

double-Sided fooT file 
double-sided file with finer and coarser side. The metal 
surface can be easily disinfected. ergonomic handle for 
comfortable grip. it is also excellent for home use.

mAGiC Shine buffer 
- in renewed color

mAGiC Shine buffer bloCk PirPle mAGiC Shine PoliSher 
The compact version of the well-known magic shine 
polisher. it is thinner, but also durable. due to its large 
surface, the acrylic or the natural nails can be polished 
quickly. in beautiful purple-white color.
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equiPmenTS - lAmPS

eleGAnT
uV-lAmP

elegant uV lamp with many professional functions. 4x9w 
power, ventillation system, digital display time switch. You 
can pull out the plate for pedicure works. it can be used 
with 2 led panels, attached to the upper side.

Use the ComBInatIon of 
Uv anD LeD tUBes!

VoGue
uV-lAmP

durable and popular uV lamp with two 9w bulbs. Closed 
on 3 sides.

sensatIonaL prICe!
CompaCt sIze, sUItaBLe  

for traveLLIng!

brill Pro
uV led lámPA

19.500,-

24 égővel ellátott, 48 wattos uVled lámpa, egyedülálló 
low-heat funkcióval, mely csökkenti a köttetés során ke-
letkező hőt. letisztult, elegáns megjelenésű, időzítő és 
mozgásérzékelő szenzorral ellátva.

mInDen anyagot
megKöt 1 perC aLatt

led Pro mAx
uV led lAmP

elegant and reliable 36w lamp with 18 super-powerful 
bulbs, motion sensor and timer switch. Perfectly cures 
any brillbird products. it reserves a small space, yet strong, 
precise, ideal for pedicure too.

CompaCt, yet strong

Tunel
uV-lAmP

4x9w, time switch, ventillation system, there are mirrors 
inside. its deepness ensures the client will not hit her 
fingertips.
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equiPmenTS - bulbS

The longer tube is recommended for Tunel and elegant 
and 9w uV lamps, the shorter for Vogue lamp.

uV-lAmP
9W bulb

briLL
led bulb

9w led bulb - identical to the socket of the uV bulb is ava-
ilable at brillbird. extremely strong and durable. use it in 
the elegant or Tunel uV lamps to cure those products that 
less curable in led light. You can also reduce the cure time.

BB tip: you can find UV bulbs for 
every BrillBird UV Lamps.

BB tip:
in Elegant and Tunel
lamp use:
4 pcs of LED bulb or combine it
with 2 pcs LED

in Tunel lamp
bought before 2016 use:
4 pcs LED bulb

STAr
uV led CSő

it cures all products quickly! The black-coloured long uV/
led bulbs are suitable for the Tunel and elegant uV lamps. 
The bars can be rotated in 270 degree, making it easier to 
place in the lamp and adjust the angle of light.

In tWo sIzes

for vogue lAmp

CUre every BrILLBIrD 
proDUCt

speeD Up yoUr DaILy saLon 
WorK, ComBIne the LeD anD 

Uv BULBs In yoUr Lamp!

VoGue
uV/led Tube

Short, small uV /led tube lamp, specifically for Vogue 
lamp. it cures every type of bb materials even those ma-
terials which hardens underneath only in led. in much 
shorter time!

revoLUtIonary
teChnoLogy

for vogue lAmp

for elegAnt And 
tunel lAmp

for elegAnt And 
tunel lAmp

for elegAnt, tunel 
and 9W uv-lamp
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equiPmenTS - drillS

top CLass!

easy to Carry!
IDeaL for traveLLIng!

aDjUstaBLe BaCK anD 
forth!

brill drill
hiGh-TeCh nAil drill mAChine

exPerT drill
nAil drill mAChine

„PorTAble”
nAil drill mAChine

„Shell”
nAil drill mAChine

pedal ‒ 

With Japanese micro engine, 4 bearings instead of 2. it 
turns dreams into reality with its precise engineering: 
vibration free, fast workflow, extraordinarily quiet. Very 
reliable, long life span.
With stepless 0-30,000 rPm.

PedAl
sold separately!

developed especially for the nail technicians, top quality, 
reliable drill. Vibration free, which allows fast and accurate 
work. its is extraordinarily quiet, highly reliable device 
with a long lifespan.

You can adjust the speed of rotation forward and 
backward between 0-30,000 rPm. fast chunk - you can 
change the head part with one movement. Snow white 
ultra modern device with light pink head.

The smoky-metal colored Portable drill machine is be-
coming our favorite at first sight: many like the handy, 
massive, but not heavy, pretty little compact machines. 
it is small, but has all the necessary functions: adjustable 
speed, quick chuck (you can change the bit with one 
move), and an extra on-off switch right above your hand. 
with drill bit set.
noT reCommended for SAlon Work!

The shell-shaped dark purple control unit and the light 
metal head make the sheLL drill machine a pleasant tool 
for all-day salon work. it has all the professional features: 
adjustable stepless speed control, foot pedal switch, quick 
chuck (you can change the bit in a second), and two types 
of head holders (one you can put on the machine and one 
mobile silicone pad).

hIgh QUaLIty!
sUper prICe!
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equiPmenT - drill biTS

BB tip: you can increase the durability of the bits, if you 
remove the nail art on the surface with a used bit, and you 
should not change the direction of rotation.

BrillBird drill BiTS
TiTAnium CArbide biTS diAmond biTS

CArbide biTS

rhombuS enGrAVed ConVex 
CArbide biTS

small ‒ 

cylinder ‒ 

sharp ‒ 

cuticula pusher ‒ 

perfect mani ‒ 

softener ‒ 

for smile lines ‒ 

thin cone ‒ 

small ‒ 

big ‒ 

thick cone ‒ 

big ‒ 

cone ‒ 

gel&lac remover ‒ 

cylinder ‒ 

made with German precision, with an unbreakable ti-
tanium coating. Thanks to its professional material and 
special surface, it does not heat up, yet allows quick work.

emerY rinG And
emerY holder
emerY rinG 
With strengthened surface, which increases effectiveness 
and lifetime. 3 types: soft, normal and rough.

emerY holder

To ComPleTe meChAniC mAniCure SeT

do noT heAT uP

meChAniC mAniCure SeT
Create perfect gel polish mancire to your clients. With this 
technique, you can apply the gel polish directly to the nail 
bed, so you win one extra week until the refill. Your client 
will receive the most spectacular result ever!

CerAmiC drill biTS

cylinder ‒ 

cone ‒ 

cylinder ‒ 

due to the ceramic material is does not heat up.

CerAmiC CYlinder drill biT 
drill bit with medium size and parallel sides. for shaping 
and removal. because of the rounded head its use is safe. 
for acrylic and gel.

CerAmiC Cone drill biT 
it is large and has a tapered design. The shaping and the 
filing before refilling is very comfy. for acrylic and gel.

CerAmiC CYlinder drill biT - exTrA STronG 
Thanks to its chisel, perfectly removes material, does not 
dust it. You can work without heat generation.

new!
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equiPmenTS - duST ColleCTorS

leather effect

bright white

hIgh performanCe,
aDjUstaBLe speeD

WIth 3 years
gUarantee!

TornAdo
duST ColleCTor
And hAndreST

builT in

lux exTrACTor

TornAdo
duST ColleCTor bAG

exTrACTor

duST bAG

29,3x17,3cm – 

Large capacity, high speed nail dust collector with suction 
control and comfortable handrest in a small body. easy to 
clean. use two dust collector bags for the best result.

Pure design with stainless steel fan guard grid, rounded 
shape and velvety white color. leatherette and 2 handed 
style padded  hand rest to provide maximum comfort.

Accessories: 2 pcs of dustbag
Power: 25w

high performance, effective, built in dust extractors with 
reinforced, thick dustbags to protect your health! They 
absorbs a significant part of the dust generated during 
the use of the file and drills, preventing it from entering 
the lungs.
Protect you health!

Washable, white colored, rubberized dust bag.

Can be purchased separately.

eleGAnT
duST ColleCTor
And hAndreST
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equiPmenTS - TAble lAmPS

the most moDern
LeD teChnoLogy

LIghten Up the
WhoLe taBLe

mAGnifYinG
led lAmP

flexi deSk lAmP 
led TeChnoloGY

brill Pro
TAble lAmP

magnIfyIng, aDjUstaBLe DesK Lamp WIth 
strong LeD LIght

Touch-sensitive brightness control. The head can be rota-
ted. Size of the lens: 12,7 cm. With magnifying glass, you 
can see everything in 3 times bigger without any distor-
tion! Complete package, which includes a network adapter 
and mounting panel.

fully flexible frame, easily adjustable, bright table lamp 
with the latest led technology. it spares the eyes, but it 
does not cure gels and Gel&lacs.

24 watt super powered table led lamp with 4 levels of light 
intensity. Adjustable head: 360 degrees round and 180 
degrees up and down for perfect lighting. The body of the 
lamp can also be moved 180 degrees. With 117 led bulbs 
that perfectly illuminate the whole work area, and you can 
use it well over the opened jars, as it does not cure the 
products. Secure with holding clamp.

DetaILeD, 
preCIse WorK

With Hypnotic Gel&Lac 33, Color Boost Base Gel and Glamour Gel 4.
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equiPmenTS - PArAffin mAChineS

Our partners
in the publishing:

heizer Anita make up Artist
benkő dorina make up Artist
Máhr bianka Make up
kikl dorisz make up
el’magic Agency -
Gotthard ádám fotográfus
dala Gábor fotográfus

Dresses and jewellery:
blue Velvet Show room
bernice Fashion
Moonfallia ékszer
bozsik-Csengeri Adrienn

Venue:
bliss hotel and Wellness

PArAffin mAChine

di GiTAl PArAffin 
mAChine

Adjustable by 3 steps, small size compact machine. Comes 
with glowes and feet glowes as a gift.

Adjustable temperature with a huge paraffin bowl for the 
comfort of your client.

PArAffinS

GloVeS And fooT GloVeS

450g ‒ 

in 6 different senses: Jasmine, Tea tree, orange, laven-
der, rose and Peach.
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ACCeSSorieS

THe BB meTal
caSeS amaze THe 

profeSSionalS on 
exHiBiTionS!

meTal caSeS 
hoT ouTSide, PrACTiCAl inSide 
bb kiT meTAl CASeS

bb GiAnT meTAl CASeS

bb medium meTAl CASeS

24x18x12cm ‒ 

65x37x25cm ‒ 

37x30x25cm ‒ 

Trendy innovation, the characteristics of these one compart-
ment metal cases are designed for small details is the addition 
of a separating boxes the products can be carried, and place 
separately and safe.

extravagant suitcases with wheels and telescopic handle. You 
can fit everything in there what a real nail technician needs, 
the improved frame ensures the safest environment for your 
equipments.

These chicky cases have an optimal size, and a beautiful appa-
rance. The inner drawers are able to be pulled off to the side. 
You can even fit a uV lamp in there, due to its room managing. 
The inside frame is strengthened on the corners.
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ACCeSSorieS

bb GiAnT bAG bb hAnd reST And 
CoVer

bb „odorleSS”
bruSh CASe

CoTTon ToWelbb bruSh CASe

bb hAnd
reST

elegant, feminime design, durable, water repellent. Strong 
and comfortable straps. This is how we would describe 
the newest brillbird bag. You can fold it and put it to any 
woman bag, and it comes handy when it gets to travelling, 
shopping or going to the beach.

Practical, easy to clean, cotton hand rest coverage. Avai-
labla in white and black.

Perfectly designed, sewn textile leat-
her brush case, with a lid secured by 
patents (to transport safely and elimi-
nate the odors), available in bb purple 
color and logo.

in two colors: dark purple and white, with sewed logo.
You can open it and stand it up in a second. for storing 12 
brushes. Available in black with a brillbird logo.

hand rest cover ‒ 
black leather hand rest ‒ 
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ACCeSSorieS

bb PoSTerS

APPoinTmenT 
CArdS

40x50cm ‒ 

Amuse your clients with this elegant appointment card, on 
which you can note the next appointment, when you can 
make her nails beautiful again.

2018/1

2018/2

2018/3

2017/1

2017/3

2017/9

2017/10

2018/3 2018/4 2018/5 2018/6

2018/8 2019/1

2019/2

2019/3

2019/4

2019/5
2019/6

2019/7

2019/8

bb oPeninG hour boArd 
You don’t have to search among ugly, pre-made opening hour banners anymore! 
Choose from these two beautiful designs, fill it with a permanent marker. Stick 
it on the door from inside, frame it, or place it on the wall next to your table. 
standard A4 size.
SPeCiAl SoluTionS for demAndinG nAil TeChniCiAnS!
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bb noTebook
The A5-size, 48 pages, stylish brillbird notebook is easy to 
fit in any of the women’s bags. The inside pages are line-up 
and are full of pictures of your favorite brillbird products!

ACCeSSorieS

bb CAlendAr
beautiful, elegant and practical design with changeable 
interior, snap-lock, bookmark, pen case, and practical 
pockets for business cards. Colorful nail photos decorate 
the first and the last pages. 
Size: 115x172 mm

The calendar and the interior are available together and 
separately as well.

cover – 
interior – 

togethet – 

CAr deCAlS

our car decals can be the best choice to decorate your car 
or your salon. express your passion for the nails with them.

bb Pen
Plastic pen in purple and pink design with blue ink.

Pen for touchscreen, with blue ink.
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fAShion, ACCeSSorieS

mixinG boArd

bb T-ShirTbb lon G SleeVe 
T-ShirT

bb APron
Practical A5 size glossy surface for easy mixing of colors. 
on the board, we’ve listed the most common color com-
binations and color mixing ratios to help your job. easy to 
clean, waterproof surface so you can use it for countless 
times. 

Short-sleeved cotton t-shirts in black and white colors, 
with brillbird logo in front and back. Thanks to its neckline 
and fabric, it gives an elegant, feminine look, while you feel 
comfortable during your work.

Comfy cotton shirt. elegant wear, not only in the salon, but 
on the street as well. Sizes: S-xxl.

The renewed version of the popular impregnated, dust-
proof and water repellent bb apron. Super trendy  with 
adjustable neck and waistline and pocket which is com-
fortable wear for everybody, in purple and white colors!

TAble PAd

42x59,4cm
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ACCeSSorieS

mAGneTiC nAilArT PAleTT 
reFiLL

nAil ArT diSPlAY TiP

10 pcs

designed exactly to the nail art display 
box. Thanks to its shape the tips fit in the 
box perfectly.
120 pcs/package

mAGneTiC
nAilArT PAleTT

nAil STAmP
TemPlATe holder

SiliCone
TAPe

nAil ArT
diSPlAY box

liGhT WeiGhTed, eASY CloSinG, eleGAnT deSiGn 
magnetic mixing palette to take your favourite colors with 
you anywhere. The little jars can be easily get out by hand 
but the magnet do not let them to fall out. Perfect for 
mixing designer Gels.

ideal for storing your stickers and stamp templates. You 
and your clients can scroll the inner pages to find easily the 
right patterns. it can fit in small place but there is plenty of 
space in it with 40 pieces of case.
Size: 8,5 x 14,5cm

it sticks perfectly so you can easily fix the tips to your tip-
box and they won’t move even when traveling.
1.3mm wide, 1m long

organize your tips in our nail Art display box. it’s elegant, 
easy to use, and you can take it with you at any time.
Size of the box: 21,6x18x3,2cm

new!
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ACCeSSorieS

CleAner WiPeS

easy and fast cleansing.
each wipe saturated with nail cleansing solution to save 
you time. in practical packaging.

100 pcs / box

GloVeS WiTh
rubber finGerTiPS

blACk niTrile
GloVeS

exTrA nAil WiPeS linT free WiPeS

PAPírTörlő

Coloured niTril GloVeS

hYPnoTiC diSPlAY

better grip, perfect ventilation,
available in S-M-L sizes.

Powder-free, strong, high quality ma-
terial nitrile gloves.
s,M,L size
50pcs/box

lint free wipe in extra large pack.
360 pcs / box

not paper tissue. once you get to know this, you will use 

100 pcs / box

main characteristics: made with a special extruding method, 
needs a smaller place to store.

500 pcs / box

neon green and purple gloves to be attractive in the salon. The powder-free 
nitrile rubber gloves are available in economic 100 pieces boxes. it’s available 
in three sizes: in S, m, l.

elegant solution into your salon! brillbird’s new 
black display can be used even set on table or 
mounted on the wall. You can’t only store and 
methodize your hypnotic gel&lacs in it, but 
even your color gels too.
Size: 31x51cm

shelf - 28,5x6cm
foot - 23x9cm
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ACCeSSorieS

diSPlAY

nAil PoliSh
remoVAl

Silk ThreAd

oVAl Color
diSPlAY

ProTeCTor
GlASSeS

3m mASk

PrACTiSinG finGer 
And hAnd

fAn Color
diSPlAY

duST mASk

TiP WiTh
hAndle

small ‒ 
big ‒ 

finger ‒ 
hand ‒ 

Available in natural and transparent 
colorways in round and oval shapes.

You can show your clients a bigger 
scale of colors (34) with this display. 
With brillbird logo.

due to the fan contruction, you can 
literally try it on the finger of your cli-
ent. 23 pieces.

2 types of finger: plugable and 
glueable.

50 pieces. in 
nude and black 
colours.

bb rinG Color
diSPlAY

mAniCure boWl mixinG PAleTTe

for mixing and dosing color materials.

finGer ProTeCTor

Pink.

orAnGe Wooden 
STiCk

40,-
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ACCeSSorieS

CleAr duST bruSh duST ColleCTor 
brush

C-CurVe holder

duST bruSh

C-CurVe bAndinG 
kiT

duST bruSh PurPle duST bruSh

6 pcs/box, alu.

Comfortable, handy dusting brush. This brush easily can remove fine dust 
efficiently and also gently from the 
lateral nail fold thanks to its flexible 
material. it can be disinfected and you 
can clean it with soapy water.

in black and clear colors.

removes the dust more thoroughly. 
easier to handle.

rhineSTone
holder

rhineSTone
holder

rhineSTone
holder SeT

25 pcs ‒ 
50 pcs ‒ 

Transparent rhinestone holder, divi-
ded into 7 sections, which you can 
easily organize your rhinestones and 
other decoration materials.

PumP liquid
ConTAiner

PumP liquid
ConTAiner

120ml ‒ 

100ml ‒ 

With metal bottlecap.

new!
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ACCeSSorieS

ClArASePT
derm

fuTure Gel
Tube PuSher

STerilizinG
box

innoSePT

TiP remoVer

Air duSTer
SPrAY

bAridez

250ml ‒ 
1 liter ‒ 500ml ‒ 

1 liter ‒ 

250ml ‒ 
1 liter ‒ 

use when there is only a small amount 
of material left in the future Gel tube! 
it allows you to use all the acryl gel.

brush
ConTAiner
Acryllic brushes can be stored upside 
down in it.

nAil enAmel drYer 
SPrAY
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oldal jelölő

Luxury eyelash extension
wizh invisible application

Innovative products
Luxury quality
Small group, practice oriented training
Continuous background support

www.ladylash.eu
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oldal jelölő
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